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ABSTRACT
A research project was undertaken to (1) identify the
major cognitive processes involved in expository writing, (2) test a
model of the organization of those processes, and (3) identify
teachable aids that could be used by poor and average adult writers
to improve the'r writing skills. Subjects were expert and novice
student writers at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. The research method employed was that of protocol
analysis, with each student being asked to think aloud as he or she
performed writing tasks. The resulting tapes were analyzed to
discover the cognitive processes involved in writing and to develop a
model of composition. The findings suggest the following: (1) there
are important differences in the ways expert and novice writers
handle the writing process, (2) many of the strategies employed by
expert writers are teachable, and (3) one of the most promising areas
for improving students' writing is in tha art of planning. (Charts,
tables of data, and excerpts from student protocols are appended.)
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ABSTRACT

The ability to write effectively is important for achieveme?t in postsecondary education and in professional life. Yet the ability to use
writing as a practical and intellectual skill has eluded many adults.
The three main objectives of this research project on adult writing
were to identify the major cognitive processes involved in expository
writing; to test a model of the organization of these processes; and to
identify teachable aids which could be used by poor and average adult
writers to improve their writing skills.
Subjects for the project were competent and non-competent writers at
Carnegie-Mellon University. The research method employed was that of
protocol analysis; each student was asked to think aloud as he performed
writing tasks. These protocols enabled the principal investigators to
better understand the cognitive processes involved in writing and to
develop a model of composition.
This research on the composing process has a number of implications for
teaching including these three important observations: 1.) There are
important differences in how expert and novice writers handle the process
of writing; 2.) Many of the strategies employed by experienced writers
are teachable; and 3.) One ot the most promising areas for improving
students' writing is in the neglected art of planning. Teaching students
to plan what and what to say and to learn while they write can offer
them a very useful skill.
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1. Introduction
During the last three years of research supported by NIE, we have applied protocol
analysis and other methods of cognitive science to the analysis of written composition.
In conducting our research we have made a number of strategic decisions about what is
interesting and about how best to proceed.

These decisions are the incarnation of our

scientific biases.

1.1. Strategic Decisions
Our approach proceeds from five strategic decisions which we made about how to
conduct our research. Briefly these decisions were:
1. to focus on the act of writing;
2 to try for a process model of writing,
3. to model individual writers;
4. to work wholistically or "top dov/n"; and
5. to div'de the writing task iruo parts for easier analysis.
As we will see below, these decisions are genuine ones in the sense that we could
reasonably have made other choices.

Alternative approaches to the study of writing

proceed from different decisions on these same issues.
1. Our first and most important decision v/as to focus on the act of v/riting — that
IS, to attend to whatever it is that writers do v/hen they produce a text. Thus, we viewed
writing primarily as a process rather than as a product

We felt tnat by far the richest

source of information about vvntmg would be to observe step by step how the writer had
actually created the essay.

However, vv'e did not intend to ignore the product.

Wherever

possible, we looked to the writer's essay for evidence to confirm or elaborate the more
direct observations of process
To observe v/riters m action we have employed process training methods borrov/ed

from cognitive psycholcgy.

In our studies, a typical experiment proceeds as follows:

subjects appear at the experimental session knowing that they will be assigned a topic on
which tu write an essay and that the whole procedure will take about an hour.

Further,

they know that thgy will be asked to "think aloud" while writing. The subject is seated in
a quiet office with a desk, pencil, and paper, and the tape recorder is turned on.
experimenter then gives the subject an envelope containing the writing
— that is, the topic and the intended audience.
writing and commenting roughly as follows:
Whew' This is a killer.

The

assignment

The subject then busily sets to work

"Well, open up the magic envelope.

OK.

Write about abortion pro and con for Catholic Weekly. Ok, boy'

How am I going to handle this'", etc
says something like, "Weil, that's it

This continues for about an hour until the subject
Good bye, tape recorder [click]."

The data of the

study consist of a verbatim transcript of the tape recording (with ail the "um's" and
pauses and expletives undeleted) together with the essay and all of the notes the writer
has generated along the way.

The transcript is called a protocol.

These materials are

then examined in considerable detail for evidence v^hich may reveal something of the
processes by which the v/riter has created the essay. In general, the data are very rich in
such evidence

Subjects typically give many hints about their plans and goals, e g , "I'll

just jot down ideas as they come to me", about strategies for dealing with the audience,
e g , "I'll v/nte this as if 1 were one of them", about criteria for editing and evaluation, e g ,
"For lO-year-olds, we better keep this simple", and so on.

The analysis of this data is

called protocol analysis.
2

To understand the writing act, we certainly need to identify the processes

involved - - but this is not enough.

We also need to know how these processes are

organized to produce a text. That is, we need to know how the processes are sequenced,
hov/ one process is terminated and hovvf the one which follows is chosen, how errors are
detected, etc.

Further, we want to know how simultaneous processes interact

t)

When

writers const'uct sentences, we want to know how they handle such multiple constraints
as the requirement for correct grammar, appropriate tone, accuracy of meaning, and
smooth transition.

In short, we want a model which specifies the processes involved in

writing and accurately describes their organization and interaction.
A model is a metaphor for a process: it's a way to describe something, such as the
composing process, which refuses to sit still for a portrait.

People build models in order

to understand how a dynamic system works, and to describe the functional relationships
among its parts.

In addition, if a model is to really help us understand more, it should

speak to some of the critical questions in the field of writing and rhetoric.

It should help

us see things in a way we didn't see ti.em before
Our second strategic decision was to direct our research toward the construction of
such a model

ideally, the model should be capable of telling us how writers go about

producing a text v/hen they are given a writing assignment.

It should tell us v/hat

processes are involved, in what order they occur, and at what points the writer will
experience difficulty.

At present, of course, we must be satisfied with a model which is

much less complete that the ideal

The ideal defines where we would like to go, but,

alas', not v/here v.'e are now.
3.

It is apparent that not all writers write in the same way.

For example, some

writers plan their essays from beginning to end before they write a single v/ord of text,
vjh'Je others never seem to look beyond the next sentence.

Further, sonr.e writers seem

to v.-nte v.'ith their rea-e'S constantly in mind, checking frequently to be sure that they
have taken the .eade's knowledge and attitudes into account.

Others appear serenely

unaware that an audience could fail to understand what they, in good faith, have intended
to say.
In modeling, vje can deal with such differences in either of two ways.

We can

choose to construct a model of the average" writer and delay until some more propitious

7

time the description of differences among writers.
simplicity.

This approach has the merit of

Further, if things work out well, a model of an Average writer might be useful

in characterizing individual differences. Thus, models for individual writers might prove t o
be minor variants

of the

average

model.

However, this

approach

may

have

the

disadvantage that averages sometimes suffer from — the average may be representative
of no one.

Thus, we sincerely hope that no one has the average number of children

— two and a half — nor would we want anyone to have to eat an average course at
dinner, which might be a compromise between appetizer and dessert such as oysters
with chocolate sauce.
An alternative approach is to construct models which are intended to describe
individuals rather than averages of groups.
may be expensive

The disadvantage of this approach is that it

In the worst case, each individual may require a separate model. With

better luck, models of individual writers v/ill turn out to be variants of a small number of
model types. The advantage of this approach is that it is more likely than a model of the
average to capture the behavior of actual (rather than idealized) writers
Our third strategic decision, then, was to mode! the behavior of individual writers
rather than the average behavior of groups of writers.
4.

In

studying

psychologists

and

--

such

processes

marking

writing, we

psycholinguistics
as

short-term

might
have

well

have started with

already

memory,

identified

grammatical

as

processes

which

fundamental

ones

categorization,

and

lexical

We might then have atterhpted to synthesize more complex processes using

these fundamental processes as building blocks. This synthetic or bottom up approach is
a very familiar

one

in science

and has frequently

been

used with great

success.

Geometry and Newtonian physics are perhaps the best known examples
However, research often proceeds m the opposite direction, that is, wholistically, or
from the top dov/n

Chemistry provides a good example of top down research.
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Chemical

research often starts v^^ith a complex compound and then looks for the elementary
components and their relations.
apply in our writing resedrch.

The top down approach is the one we have chosen to
We have started from the top with the complete writing

act and have attempted to analyze it first into a few relatively complex subprocesses. As
the analysis proceeds, the complex subprocesses are analyzed further into progressively
simpler subprocesses

Ultimately, we hope that this top down analysis will make contact

with the fundamental processes which psychologists and psycholinguistics have already
identified.

Thus, the

top

down

and

bottom

up

approaches

may

be

viewed

as

complementary.
The advantage of the bottom up approach is that it is rooted in fundamental
processes. The advantage of the top down approach is that its results are almost certain
to be relevant to real writing situations.
5.

Our final strategic decision was to divide the writing task into three parts (see

Figure 2 1):

^

1. The task environment — that is, the v/orld outside the writer's skin,
2 The writer's long-term memory; and
3 The v/nting processes - - that is, the writer excluding the writer's long-term
memory.
We chose this division because it is an especially convenient one for psychological
analysis and modeMmg.

Transfers of information between the task environment and the

v/nter are usudMy marked clearly by overt acts of reading or writing
retrieval from
protocol

long-term

memory

is frequently

detectable

Further, information

by examining

the

verbal

Thus, the boundaries we have chosen divide the writing task into parts whose

interactions are relatively easy to observe
Eitzers analysis of the rhetorical situation (1968) focuses on the importance of the
task environment

Lowes' classic study of Coleridge (1927) focuses on the importance of

J

the writer's long-term memory. Our own research has focused on the writing processes

1.2. The Task Environment
The task environm«>nt includes everything outside the writer's skin that influences
the performance of the task.

It includes the writing assignment, that is, a description of

the topic ana the intended audience, and it may include information relevant to the
writer's motivation.

For example, the teac'.ier's stern expression when he presents an

assignment may tell the writer that the assignment must be taken ver/ seriously.
et al. (1975) have emphasized the importance of such motivational factors.

Britton

Once writing

has begun, the task environment also includes the text which the writer has produced so
far.

This text is a very important part of the task environment because the writer refers

to it repeatedly during the process of composition.

1.3. The Writer's Long-Term Memory
We assume that writers have knowledge about many topics, e.g., auto mechanics
and American history, and about many audiences, e g . , children and Catholics, stored in
long-term memory. They may also have generalized writing plans, perhaps in the form of
a story grammar (Rumelhart, 1975) or a formula such as the journalist's questions, "who,
what, where, when, why?".

2. A Model of the Writing Process
The unique features of the model are
1. It identifies not only subprocesses of the composing process, but also the
organization of those subprocesses
2. Minor variations in its simple control structure (shown in Figure 2.6) allow it
to describe individual differences in composing styles
Although the model is provisional, it provides a first approximate description of
normal composition that can guide research and afford a valuable starting point in the
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search for more refined models.

2.1. The Writing Process
We

propose

TRANSLATING, and

'

that

writing

REVIEWING.

consists
The

of

three

PLANNING

major

process

processes:
consists

of

PLANNING,
GENERATING,

ORGANIZING, and GOAL-SETTING subprocesses. The function of the PLANNING process is
t o take information from the task environment and from long-term memory and to use it
to set goals and to establish a writing plan to guide the production of a text that will
meet those goals.

The plan may be drawn in part from long-term memory or may he

formed anew within the PLANNING process

The TRANSLATING process acts under the

guidance of the \^riting plan lu produce language corresponding to information in the
venters memory.
EDITING

The function of the REVIEWING process, which consists of READING and

subprocesses,

TRANSLATING process.

is

to

improve

the

quality

of

the

text

produced

by

the

It aoes this by detecting and correcting weaknesses in the text

v/ith respect to language conventions and accuracy of meaning, and by evaluating the
extent to which the text accomplishes the writer's goals.

The structures of the various

processes are shown in Figures 2 2 thiough 2.6,

2.2. Planning:

Generating

The function of the GENERATING process is to retrieve information relevant to the
writing task from long-term memory

We assume that this process derives its first

memory probe from information about the topic and the aud'ence preserited in the task
environmerit

Because each retrieved item is used as the new memory probe, items are

retrieved from memory in associative chains

In order to focus search on relevant

m.ateriai, the retrieval chain is broken whene-er an item is retrieved that is not useful to
the writing task

Search is then restarted v/ith a new memory probe derived from the

task environment or from useful material already retrieved

li

8

Some criterion for terminating search chains is essential to prevent the process
from getting lost in associative reverie.

The crterion that we have chosen, i.e., one

irrelevant item, may have to be relaxed somewhat to simulate human
accurately.

performance

We believe, though, that it won't have to be relbAed much beyond one item.

The most persistent memory searches we have observed in writing protocols never
extended more than three retrievals beyond useful material.

Insert Figures 2 1 and 2.2 about here

When

an

item

is

retrieved, the

GENERATING

process

may

produce

a note.

Characteristically, these notes are single words or sentence fragments, although they may
sometimes be complete sentences

The form of these notes will be used later to identify

occurrences of the GENERATING process

2.3. Planning:

Organizing

The function of the ORGANIZING process is to select the most useful of the
materials retrieved by the GENERATING process and to organize them into a writing plan.
The

plan

may

be structured

either

temporally

( e g , "First, I'll

say A, then B.") or

hierarchically (eg., "Under topic # 1 , I should discuss A, B, and C") or both.
Organizing is done by the elementary operators shov.'n in Figure 2 3

The first four

of these operators act on single topics, or pairs of topics, e g , the second operator
c'ec'des .vhich of X^NO topics to discuss f.rjt

The last operator, "Identify a category," may

act to classify a large number of topics tnat were generated separately under the same
heading

Insert Figure 2.3 about here

Note? generated by the ORGANIZING process often have an oiganizational form

.<;

That is, they are systematically indented, or numbered, or alphabetized, or possibly all of
these.

This organizational form will

be used later to identify

occurrences

of

the

ORGANIZING process.

2.4. Planning: Goal Setting
Some of the materials retrieved by the GENERATING process are not topics to be
written about but rather are criteria by which to judge the text.

Often such criteria

appear in the protocol when the writer is considering the audience or features of the text.
At such times the writer m a ' say, "Better keep it simple," or, "I need to write a transition
here'

The GOAL SE1TING process identifies and stores such criteria for later use in

EDITING.
2.4 1. Translating
The function of the TRANSLATING process is to take material from memory under
the guidance of the writing plan and to transform it into acceptable written English
sentences.

We assume that material in memory

necessarily as language

is stored as propositions

but

not

By a proposition, we understand a structure such as
[(Concept A) (Relation B) (Concept C)]
or
[(Concept D) (Attribute E)], etc.

where

concepts,

relations,

and attributes

are memory

structures,

perhaps

complex

net'.vorks or images, for which the writer may or ^'.ay not have names
To illustrate the operation of the TRANSLATING process (see Figure 2^), we have
invented a scenario of a student writing an essay on Henri Rousseau.
1. Get next part of writing plan. "I've covered the early years, no>./ I've
got to say hov/ he got into painting."
2. Plan next sentence: Retrieve propositions
Proposition A: [(Rousseau) (showed) (some early promise)]
Proposition B- [(Rorsseau) (did) (very little painting until 40)]
Sentence plan: (Picposition A) but (Proposition B)

1O
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3. Express next proposition part: 'Rousseau ... Rousseau, what? Rousseau
displayed ... Although Rousseau displayed some early prf ~ ise ..., etc."

Insert Figure 2.4 about here

Writing done during the TRANSLATING process shows two features:
1. Characteristically, it is in the form of complete sentences, and
2. It is often associated with a protocol segment that cont&ins an interrogative
reflecting search for the next sentence part, e.g.. "Rousseau did what?" or,
"How do I want to put this?"
These features will be used later to identify occurrences of the TRANSLATING
process.
2.4.2. Reviewing
The function of the reviewing process is to improve the quality of the written text.
It consists, as Figure 2.5 shows, of two subprocesses:

READING and EDITING.

Insert Figure 2.5 about here

Reviewing:

Editmg. The EDITING process examines any material that the writer

puts into words, whether by reading, writing, or speaking.

Its purpose is to detect and

correct violations in writing conventions and inaccuracies of meaning and to evaluate
materials with respect to the writing goals.

These evaluations may be reflected in

^jestior^s such as, "Will this argument be convincing?" and, "Have I covered ail parts of
the plan?"

14
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We assume that the EDITING process has the form of a production system.^ The
conditions of the productions have two parts.

The first part specifies the kind of

language to which the editing production applies, e.g., formal sentences, notes, etc. The
second is a fault detector for such problems as grammatical errors, incorrect words, and
missing context.

When the conditions of a production are met, e.g., a grammatical error

is found in a formal sentence, the action that is triggered is a procedure for fixing the
fault.
Consider the following production:
[(formal sentence) (first letter of .sentence lower case)
> change first letter to upper case]
If the writer is producing formal sentences, this production will detect and correct errors
in initial capitalization.

However, if the writer is only producing notes, the conditions of

the production will not be met and capitalization will be ignored.
Although the action in the preceding production is simple,, in some cases the action
may invoke the whole writing process recursively.

For example, in one writing protocol,

the Wi ter's first draft contained the first sentence of ti • final draft immediately followed

^A production system is an ordei'ed sequence of condition-action rules The left side
of each rule shov/s the condition or stimulus, and the right side shows the action to be
taken if the condition is met The conditions are tested in order, starting vj\xh the first
rule
The order of the productions is important
Consider the production system for
putting 3 hc'se in a barn
Conditions
(horse out of barn) and
(barn door closed)
(horse out of barn)
(barn door open)

—>

-->
-->

Actions
(open barn door)

(put horse in barn)
(close barn door)

Changing the order of thebe productions could have very serious consequences for the
horse!
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by the seventh sentence of. the final draft. In editing the first draft, the writer recognized
that the reader would not have sufficient context to understand the relation betv/een
these t w o sentences.

To correct this fault, the writer constructed a small explanatory/

essay to insert between the sentences.

Thus, in this case, the fixing procedure invoked

the whole writing process.
We assume that the EDITING process is triggereo automatically whenever

the

conditions of an editing production are satisfied and that it will interrupt any other
ongoing process

Insert Figure 2.6 about here

We distinguish between REVIEWING and EDITING as two distinct modes of behavior.
On the one hand, EDITING is triggered automatically and m a / occur in brief episodes
interrupting other processes

REVIEWING, on the other hand, is not a spur-of-the-

moment activity but rather one in v/hich the writer decides to devote a period of time to
systematic examination and improvement of the text.

It occurs typically when the writer

has finished a translation process rather than as an interruption to that ptocess
2.4.3. The Monitor
The relations among the processes are defined by the simple production system
shov/n in

Figure

2 7.

The

structure

of

the

monitor was

chosen to

reflect

observations about composition processes

Insert Figure 2 7 about here

1. The EDITING and GENERATING processes may interrupt other processes.
Thus, the first two production rules triggering EDITING and GENERATING
processes take priority over goal setting rules
2 The writer's intuitions and the persistence of his or her actions suggest that

f;

three
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writing processes are controlled by goals. Thus, if writers report that they are
trying to organize material, they will persistently, return to ORGANIZING
processes even when those processes are interrupted by EDITING and
GENERATING (oroductions 3 through 6 define the writer's goals).
3. Individual differences in goal setting reflect important individual differences in
writing style. Figure 2.8 shows four alternati«/e configurations for the goal
setting productions. Each configuration corresponds to a characteristically
different way of producing an essay.
Configuration 1, for example,
corresponds to a style in which the writer tries to produce a perfect first
sentence and then to follow the perlect first sentence with a perfect second
sentence and so on. The work of planning, translating, and reviewing each
sentence is completed before the writer proceeds to the next sentence. With
Configuration 2, thoughts are written down as they occur to the writer and he
reviews them later.
With Configuration 3, the writer tries to generate a
perfect first draft. Configuration 4 yields a breadth-tirst composing process.
A draft is planned and then written out in full before any review takes place.
. Lov/enthal and Wason (1977) have described writing styles among academics
"• that correspond to Configurations 3 and 4.

Insert Figure 2 8 about here

Rules 7 through 10 in Figure 2 7 have the effect of executing the current goal when
the goal activity is not being interrupted by rule 1 or lule 2.
As a final observation about the model, notice that the GENERATING process
operates differently when the goal is GENERATING than when it is not. When the goal is
GENERATING, the GENERATING process is persistent. That is, each attempt to generate is
follov/ed by another attempt to generate.

When the goal is not GENERATING, each

attempt to generate is followed by a return to the process specified by the current goal
(the one which GENERATING interrupted).

2.5. Testing the f^odel
We compare our model v/ith a writing protocol in which the writer gave especially
clear indications of ongoing writing processes and of the transitions between processes
(The ".vriter's style suggests that he sets his goals in the same way as the monitor with
Configuration 4 - -

see ^igure 2.8) This relatively

unambiguous

protocol provides a

14

rigorous test of the model's adequacy.
The protocol consisted of 14 pages of verbal transcript (the thinking aloud part of
the protocol), five pages of notes, and a page of completed essay. We divided the verbal
transcript into a sequence of segments, each containing a simple comment or statement.
We have analyzed the first 458 segments of the transcript, or about half of it.
The segments are of three general types:
1. Metacomments—comments that writers make about the writing process
itself, e.g., "I'll just make a list of topics now," "I'm going to write out a draft,"
"Better go back and read it over."
2. T a s k - o r i e n t e d or " c o n t e n t " statements--statements that reflect the
application of writing processes to the current task, e.g., 'That's not the right
word" reflects an editing process, "I'll use that topic last" reflects an
organizing process, etc.
3 lnterjections--such as "Ok, "Well, let's see," "all right," "umm," "ah," etc
Consider the sequences of segments.
conserva*ion,/pollution,/unemplnyment.

Well,/ril just make a list of topics now./Energy
The first segment is an interjection; the second, a

metacomment, and the rest are task-oriented statements. (Interjections were not analyzed
in this study.)
Writing protocols are complex, and writers are often incomplete or ambiguous when
they describe what they are doing.

As a result, in analyzing a protocol, we frequently

/
have to make judgments about the writer's meaning.

The presence of such judgments

may lead one to question the objectivity of the analyses

Because we are testing our

model by comparing it to a protocol, we have to be especially careful to establish the
objectivity of our analysis. To do this, we have taken the ioWovjing steps
1. Whenever objective evidence was available, we used it. Thus, reading and
writing processes were identified by matching the verbal protocol word for
word v/ith the writer's notes and text (the objective evidence).
2. Whenever possible, processes were identified by using converging lines of
evidence, e.g.,, the form of the written material on the one hand, and the
writer's comments about what he is doing on the other.
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3. The most important analyses were replicated by independent judges.

2.6. Protocol Sections
The writer's metacomments suggest that the protocol can be divided quite cleanly
into three sections.

In the first section, including segments 1 through 116, tne writer's

goal is to generate; in the second, including segments 117 through 270, it is to organize,
and in the third, including segments 271 through 458, it is to translate.

Here are the

metacomments that led us to this conclusion;
Segment 2: "And what I'll do now is to simply jot down random thoughts.."
Segment 5: 'Topics as they occur randomly are.."
Segment 48: "Organizing nothing as yet."
Segment 69- "Other things to think about in this random search a r e . "
Segment 117: "Now I think it's time to go back and read over the material
and elaborate on its organization."
Segment 161: "Now this isn't the overall organization. This is just
the organization of a subpart."
Segment 237: 'There's an organization."
Segment 239: "Let's try and v/rite something."
Segment 243: "Oh, no

We need more organizing "

Seement 269: "I can imagine the possibility of an alternate plan..."
Segment 271: "But let's build on this plan and see what happens with it."
If these assumptions about goals are correct, it follov.s from the model that the
most frequent process in the first section will be GENERATING interrrupted occasionally
by EDITING, in the second, ORGANIZING interrupted by GENERATING and EDITING, and in
the third, TRANSLATING interrupted by GENERATING and EDITING.
three predictions about the protocol:

Kuaher, we can make
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1. The form of the written material should vary from section to section
corresponding to changes in process from section to section. Thus, in the
first section, we expect the generating process to produce many single wore >,
detached phrases, and incomplete sentences.
In the second section, \,3
expect the organizing process to produce material that is systemalicallY
indented, alphabetized, or numbered.
In the third section, we expect the
translating process to produce many complete sentences and some material
associated in the verbal protocol with interrogatives suggesting search for
sentence continuation.
2. The content statements in the protocol should rc'iect the distribution of
processes just predicted, and
3. The generating process should be more persistent in section
sections 2 and 3.

1 than

in

2.7. HYPOTHESIS 1: The Form of the Written Materials
To test the first hypothesis, we wanted to determine if items written during the first
section had a form consistent with the GENERATING process; items v/ritten during the
second section, with the ORGANIZING process, and the items written during' the third
section, with the TRANSLATING process.

For this purpose we identified all of the items

written in the three protocol sections : 26 in the first section; 24 in the second; and 12 in
the third.

An item v/as a v/ord, phrase, or sentence that was identifiable in the verbal

protocol as being written during a single segment or several contiguous segments

It

was, in effect, a short burst of writing.
Three raters were given the written material and verbal protocol and v/ere asked
mdepeidently to make the foUov.'ing judgments about each written item
1. Does It have good form, i e, is it a complete, grammatical sentence'
2 Is It part of a systematicclly indented, alphabetized, or numbered structure, i e ,
does it appear to be part of an utiine or structured plan of some sort?
3. Is It associated in the verbal protocol with an interrogative suggesting search
for sentence completion?
Table 2 1 shows that there was excellent agreement among the raters in making
these judgments.

For each of the properties. Table 2 2 shows the proportion of items
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written during each section that were judged to have that property.

An item was scored

as having a property if two or more of the judges agreed that it did.

insert Tables 2.1 and 2.2 about here

Items written during section 1 sometimes had good form but most usually had none
of the three properties.

Items written during section 2 typically showed the second

property (indentation, etc.) but neither of the other properties.

Two-thirds of the items

written during section 3 were of good form and many were associated in the protocol
with interrogatives.
interrogative.

No items y/ritten in any other section were associated with an

These results are quite consistent with the view that GENERATING is the

dominant process in section 1, ORGANIZING in section 2, and TRANSLATING in section 3,
and thus provide strong support for Hypothesis 1.

2.8. HYPOTHESIS 2: Classifying "Content" Statements
Our second hypothesis is that the content statements in the protocol will reflect
differences in distribution of processes in the three protocol sections.

As v/ith our first

hypothesis, v^e are looking for evidence that the writing processes we have postulated
turn up where they ought to, eg., GENERATING should appear prominently when the
writer says that his goal is to generate ideas, etc.

!n addition, v;e are looking for

evidence that the EDITING ?nd GENERATING processes interrupt the other processes as
we have postulated

Again, the expected distribution of writing processes is. m the first

section, GENERATING interrupted by EDITING, in 'he second, ORGANIZING interrupted by
EDITING and GENERATING, and in the third, TRANSLATING interrupted by EDITING and
GENERATING
To test this hypothesis, each of the authors independently classified each segment
m tv/o ways.

2i
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In classification 1, each segment was judged as belonging to one of the following
four categories:

(a) interjections, (b) metacomments; (c) content statements; and (d) a

combination of metacomments and content statements.
In classification 2, the authors made judgments as to which of the writing processes
was most likely to have given rise to the segment.

Four alternative wnting processes

were considered: GENERATING, ORGANIZING, TRANSLATING, and EDITING.
Because

the

protocol

sections

were

identified

by

examining

the

writer's

metacomments, we wanted to test Hypothesis 2 using only segments that were purely
content statements with no component of metacomment.

Therefore, in the following

analysis, we have considered only those segments that both authors classified as pure
content statements. Out of a total of 458 segments, 170 were identified =s pure content
statements, approximately 130 as interjections, 18 previously idt tified as "reads" were
not judged, and the remainder were judged by one author or the other as being
metacomments in part or whole.
The authors agreed in attributing writing processes in 144 or 84.7% of the 170
content statements.

Table 2.3 shows that, despite some differences, the authors agree

that the content statements in section 1 can be attributed mostly to GENERATING; in
section 2, to ORGANIZING; and in section 3, to TRANSLATING.

They also agree that

approximately 10 to 15% of the segments m each section can be attributed to EDITING
and that approximately 10 to 15°'o of segments in sections 2 and 3 can be attributed to
GENERATING

The most impoaant disagreement is that one author attributes

some

segments in sections 1 and 2 to TRANSLATING whereas the other does not.

Insert Table 2 3 about here

Figure 2 9, which shows the processes author 2 attributed to the sequence of
metacomments and content statements, illustrates two features of the protocol:

zz
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1. interruptions of other processes by EDITING and GENERATING are frequent
and widely distributed.
2. Even though in segment 117, the writer announced, "Now it's time to go back
and read over the material and elaborate on its organization," apparently he
doesn't do very much organizing until segment 153. The reason for this is
that the writer is indeed reading (10 "reads" occurred in this interval), and the
reading triggered some GENERATING and EDITING interrupts.
Because we made the judgments of process in the context of the whole protocol,
one must be concerned that this context could have influenced our judgment.
example,,

we

might

have

attributed

a

segment

to

GENERATING

rather

than

For
to

TRANSLATING if the segment occurred early in the protocol.
To determine if consistent judgments of process could be made without context, we
conducted the following study. We selected 41 content statements from the protocol and
typed them

on cards.

The cards were then shuffled

and presented for

judgment

independently to two coders (not the authors).

Coder 1 agreed with one of us in 67% of

judgments and Coder 2, in 77% of judgments.

Most of the disagreements (16 out of 22)

involved judgments of EDITING. Many segments that the author attribrled to EDITING the
coders attributed to GENERATING.

EDITING may be especially difficult to identify out of

context because "edits" often present a comment on the previous segment or represent a
change in a previous segment

It is difficult, for example, to see that segment 87, "I

guess all elements are lov/ level," indicates editing for redundancy unless one also sees
segment 86, "even low level elements of w r i t i n g "
author attributed to GENERATING

ORGANIZING, or TRANSLATING, we find that

coders agree with the author in 86% of cases.
encouraging

and suggest

that

If v/e consider only segments that the
both

These high levels of agreement are very

even if judgments

were

made without

conclusions concerning Hypothesis 2 would be substantially the same
results strongly support Hypothesis 2
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context,

our

Overall, then, our
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Insert Figure 2.9 about here

2.9. HYPOTHESIS 3: Measuring Retrieval Chains
Our third hypothesis is that the GENERATING process will be more persistent during
section 1 of the protocol, when the goal is to generate, than during sections 2 and 3,
when it is not.

To test this hypothesis, one of the authors identified all of the content

ideas generated during the protocol. (A single idea might be the topic of several protocol
segments but was nonetheless counted as one idea )

A total of 48 separate ideas was

identified. The two authors then independently judged whether each idea rad been cued
by the previous idea or not.

Because the authors' judgments agreed in 96% of cases, we

simply present the average of their results
In section 1, 32 ideas occurred in chains of average length 6.4, whereas in sections
2 and 3, 16 ideas occurred in chains of average length 2.0. As the model predicted, the
GENERATING process was much more persistent during ihe first section of the protocol
than during the second two.

The fact that the average chain length in sections 2 and 3

was two rather than one as the model requires suggests that our criteria for terminating
search should be relaxed a bit.
The sequence in which ideas were retrieved in section 1 was strongly determined
by associative connections to appear in the final essay
course,

an

active

ORGANIZING

process

We might expect this unless, of

intervenes

between

GENERATING

and

TRANSLATING as the model postulates.
Figure 2.10 shows the writer's outline for the essay as a structure of ideas in tree
form

The numbers in the figure indicate the order in which the ideas were generated

Clearly, the retrieval order is very different from the outline order
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Insert Figure 2.10 about here

2.10. Conclusions

^

We believe that the evidence provides very encouraging support for our model. All
three of the model's predictions were strongly confirmed. We should note, however, that
although these results are encouraging, they are quite limited in scope.

First, although

the model was derived through informal analysis of many protocols, it has been tested
formally with only one protocol. Second, although the model is quite complex, only a few
of its properties have been tested. We have tested some properties of the major writing
processes, but we have not, for example, tested the model's predictions about individual
differences nor about the structure of the editing processes

We plan to conduct much

more extensive testing of the model in the near future.
Whether or not it is supported by the data, one may still ask, "Is there really
anything new about the model?

Haven't English teachers been talking about processes

such as planning, organizing, and editing for a long time?" Indeed,, English teachers have
been talking about such processes for a long time.
that is new about the model.

Nonetheless, there is a great deal

First, the model is rather specHfic
zW\ about the nature of the

individual processes (see Figures 22 - 2.6).

Second, and mbre important, the modeV-

specifies the organization of these processes

In particular, it specifies an organization

that is goal directed and recursive, that allows for process interrupts, and that can
account for individual differences.
We should caution the reader not to interpret our model as a stage model. We are
not

saying that writing proceeds in order through

TRANSLATING, and REVIEWING.

successive

stages of PLANNING,

It may do so, and, indeed, in the part of thb protocol

examined in this paper, writing did proceed generally in successive stages.
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However, this
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is not the only sort of writing bohavior we have (.bserved, nor is it the only sort allowed
by the model. The model is recursive and allows for a complex intermixing of stages. As
we noted previously, the whole writing process, including PLANNING, TRANSLATING, and
REVIEWING, may appear as a part of an EDITING subprocess.

Because EDITING can

interruDt any other process, these processes can appear within any other process.
Further, we should note that we do not intend to imply that all writers use all of the
processes we have described.

Our model is a model of competent writers.

Some

writers, though, perhaps to their disadvantage, may fail to use some of the processes.
We have, for example, observed a writer who failed to organize.

This writer, however,

could not be viewed as competent.
We believe that our model, if it is approximately correct, can serve as a guide to the
diagnosis of writing difficulties.

We hope.that, whether it is right or wrong, it can serve

as "a target to shoot at,' and hence a guide to further research on writing.

3. The Dynamics of Composing

3.1. Introduction
In this section we attempt to use our proposed model of the writing process to
describe writers in action

In other words, v;e would like to account, from the writer's

point of view, for the dynamics of composing. We make two major points.

The first is

that the act of writing is best described as the act of juggling a number of simultaneous
constraints

This is in contrast to seeing it as a series of discrete stages or steps that

add up lO a finished product

Second, we suggest that one of the most

strategies for handling this large number of constraints is Planning.

effective

Plans allow writers

to reduce "cognitive strain," that is, to reduce the number of demands being made on
conscious attention. (They also create a nested set of goals that aliov/ a number of
constraints to be satisfied at once.)

CO
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In general, the constraints an adult writer must shoulder seem to fall into three
major groups of increasing inciusiveness:

the second is the more inclusive linguistic

conventions of written texts; and the third is the encompassing constraints of the
rhetorical problem itself.
from various agencies:

Writing is like trying to work within government regulations

Whatever the writer chooses to say must, in principle, eventually

conform to all of the constraints imposed from all of these areas.

Let us look at each of

these kinds of constraints in more detail.

3.2. Knowledge
Generally speaking. Knowledge is a resource, not a constraint. However, it becomes
a constraint on the process when it i-. not in an acceptable form.
writing

calls

for

relatively

organized,

conceptually

In general, expository

integrated

knowledge.

When

confronti'"j :• new or a complex issue, writers must often move from a rich array of
unorganized, perhaps even contradictory perceotions, memories, and propositions to an
integrated notion of just what it is they think about the topic.

Some writers obviously go

much further down this road tfian others, but much of the work of writing can be the task
of transforming incoherent thought and loosely related pockets of information into a
highly conceptualized and precisely related knowledge network.
In the following protocol, we se a subject responding to the demand for sufficiently
integrated knowledge. She has probably never had to talk, much less write, about her
subject before, so her writing process is stronglv constra.ned by the need to formulate
just what It is sne thinks or knows.

We see her retrieving information from memory,

drawing inferences, and relating her various ideas

We have deleted portions of the

protocol that are irrelevant to this discussion, they v/ill be shown later.
number of important tnings to notice here. 'If w

There are a

iry to .diagram the writer's developing

knov/ledge structure as a map, v/e find that the . ipography keeps changing.
doesn't start with a v/ell-formed thesis that she can just develop.

27

The writer

Instead, she must
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juggle her ideas around trying tc decide just how they era related.
interesting floater.

"Grades" is an

Notice ^ow it moves about on her knowledge map.

The arrows in Figur'^ 3.?. indicate 3 general causal relationship between two ideas.
If that relationship becomec further spv'cified, the line then receives a label as in episode
3. Initially both Grades and Prucjuto are linked independently to Motivation (lines 1-4 in
the protocol).

Then Grades become identified with Pressure and subordinated to a new

notion. Personal Satisfaction.

In episode 3, line 9 in the protocol. Personal Satisfaction is

reasserted as a cause of Motivation and the relationship between the two is further
defined with the label major.

In episodes 4 and 5, lines 15-28 in the protocol, the writer

sets up a number of trial relationships in which Grades are still a subordinate element.
When, however, we skip to the final draft, we find a knowledge map in v;hich Grades and
Personal Satisfaction have come to stand as independent

parallel causes and each

relationship has been further specified by the labels major and initial.

Insert Figures 3 1 and 3.2 about here

Retrieving knowledge and creating an adequate conceptual structure of "what you
think" can be a demanding task. Sir Phillip Sidney's poetic advice to A trophel, "Look into
they heart and write," is often a useful heuristic, but it doesn't guarantee that you will
find a ready-made conceptual structure there.

3 3 Written Speech
If we refer to the Wendy protocol at line 11 in Figure 3.3, we can see her trying to
accommodate a second, even more demanding constraint.

In addition to clarifying what

she thinks, she is now trying to express that knowledge map within the linguistic and
discourse conventions of written prose.
added task of producing text,

Notice too how quickly she has jumped to the

nine lines of analysis and she is ready to set it in type.

28
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Insert Figure 3.3 about here

There are many ways in which language, which enables us to express complex
thought, also constrains our attempt to do it.

For the inexperienced or remedial writer,

the rules of grammar and conventions of usage and syntax may make an enormous
demand on time and attention. But even the more experienced writer must encounter the
inevitable truculence of language itself, which seems to resist our attempts to form a set
of continuous sentences with forward and backward reference.

A sentence that is

grammat'cally acceptable may twist the meaning, repeat a word too soon, or have terrible
rhythm. In generating a given sentence, the writer needij to meet all of these constraints
more or less at once
The following example illustrates the difference bet\\een knowing something and
trying to turn that knowledge into a piece of writing. Wendy has established a knowledge
map in v/hich Motivation and Gr3des are related in three distinct ways. She is now trying
to turn that set of thoughts into an acceptable sentence.

Where we enter the protocol,

she is working on the sentences that will become sentences 2, 4, and 6 in the final text.
The exc5rpts shown in Figure 3.4. from Wendy's final essay and from the protocol,
illustrate tv/o interesting points:
1. Complex thoughts don't automatically flower into appropriately parallel
complex sentences. Although Moliere's Bourgeois Gentleman was surprised to
discoN/er that he had been speaking "prose" a'l his life, doing so is no mean
task
The success that sentence-combining exercises claim for improving
overall v/ritmg skill (O'Hare, 1973) is probably due to their ability to reduce the
effect of this linguistic constraint. By making sentence production processes
somev/hat more automatic, the writer has time to concentrate on other
important constraints.
2 In addition to producing a verbal rendition of thought, our writer must also
work v/ithin the conventions of written speech, particularly those conventions
that distinguish oral speech from v/nting and make writing a specialized form
of discourse. Even from this brief protocol passage, we can infer that the
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writer probably has a set of rules or adages about paper writing that say:
* Be specific.
* Repeat ideas for emphasis.
* Refer back for coherence.
* Don't repeat words/phrases in close proximity.
* Use "correct" (?) wording.

Insert Figure 3.4 about here

4. Cognition of Discovery
Even though the teacher gives several students the same assignment. The writers
themselves create the problem they solve. Because people only solve the problems they
give

themselves, the

performance.

People

act

of

simply

representing
rewrite

an

the

problem

assignment

has a dramatic
or

a

situation

impact
to

commensurate with their own skills, habits, or fears (Britton et. al., 1978).

make

on
it

Although

writmg texts generally ignore this part of the writing process, (Larson, 1978) our work
suggests that it may be one of the most critical steps the average writer takes.
The first part of this section, then, will describe our method for studying the
cognitive

.rocess by which people represent the rhetorical problem.

Then we will

present a model of the rehetorical problem itself, that is, a description of the major
elements writers could consider in building such an image

Finally, we will use this

model of the possible as a basis for comparing what good and poor writers actually do.
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4.1. Studying Cognitive Processes
The research question we posed for ourselves was this:

if discovery is an act of

making meaning, not finding it, in response to a self-defined problem or goal, how does
this problem get defined?

Specifically, we wanted to answer three questions:

1. What aspects of a rhetorical problem do people actively represent to
themselves? For example, do writers actually spend much time analyzing their
audience, and if so, how do they do it?
2. If writers do spend time developing a full representation of their problem,
does it help them generate new ideas?
3. And finally, are there any significant differences in the way good and poor
writers go about this task?
In order to describe the problem definition process itself, we collected thinking-aloud
protocols from both expert and novice writers
subject's behavior.

A protocol is a detailed record of a

Our protocols include a transcript of a tape recording made by writers

instructed to verbalize their thinking process as they write, as well as all written material
the writer produced

A typical protocol from a one-hour session will include four to five

pages of notes and writing and 16 pages of typed transcript.

The novice writers were

college students who had gone to the Communication Skills Center for genera! writing
problems such as coherence and organization.

The expert writers were teachers of

writing and riietoric who had received year-long NEH fellowships to study writing.
writer

was given the following

problem

Each

"v^nte about your job for the readers of

Se>enteen magazine, 13-14 year-old girls," and vv'as asked to compose out loud into a
tape recorder as he or she worked.

They were told to verbalize everything that went

through their minds, including stray thoughts and crazy ideas, but not to try to analyze
their thought process, just to express it.
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4.2. A Model of the Rhetorical Problem
From these protocols, we pulled together a composite picture or model of the
rhetorical problem itself.

This composit9 is shown in Figure 4.1, with examples drawn

from our writers' protocols.

It is based on what the group of writers did and shows the

basic elements of a writing problem which a given writer could active;u consider in the
process of composing, if he or she chose to.

For example, the writer in the following

excerpt is actively creating an image of himself or his persona, an image of what effect
he might have on his reader, and an initial representation of a meaning or idea he might
choose to develop, as the words in brackets indicate.
Ah, in fact, that might be a useful thing to focus on, how a professor differs
from...how a teacher differs from a professor, (meaning), and I see myself as a
teacher, (persona), that might help them, my audience, to reconsider their notion
of what an English teacher does, (effect on audience)

Insert Figure 4.1 about here

Taken as a whole, the rhetorical problem breaks into two major units.
the rhetorical situation
and assignment

The first is

This situation,, which is the writer's given, includes the audience

The second unit is the set of goals the writer himself creates. The four

dominant kinds of goals we observed involved affecting the reader, creating a persona or
voice, building a meaning, and producing a formal text.

4.3. Differencees Among Writers
This six-part model of the rhetorical problem attempts to describe the major kinds
of givens and goals v/riters could represent to themselves as they compose

As a model

for comparison it allowed us to see patterns in what our good and poor writers actually
did

The differences, v»'hich were striking, were these'
1. Good writers respond to all aspects of the rhetorical problem. As they compose
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they build a unique representation not only of their audience and assignment, but also of
their goals involving the audience, their own persona, and the text.

By contrast, the

problem representations of the poor writers were concerned primarily with the features
and conventions of a written text, such as number of pages or magazine format.

For

example. Figure 4.2 shows a vivid contrast between an expert and novice when we
compare the way two writers represented their rhetorical problem in the first 60 lines of
a protocol.

The numbers are based on categorizing pharses and sentences within the

protocol.

Insert Figure 4.2 about here

As you can see, the expert made reference to his audience or assignment 18 times
in the first seven to eight minuves of composing, whereas the novice considered the
rhetorical situation less than half that often. The most striking difference of course, is in
their tendency to represent or create goals for dealing with the audience.

Finally, the

column marked "Total" shows our expert writer simply spending more time than the
novice in thinking about and commenting on the rhetorical problem, as opposed to
spending that time generating text
2.

In building their problem representation, good writers create a particularly rich

network of goals for affecting their reader

Furthermore, these goals, based on affecting

a reader, also helped the writer generate new ideas

In an earlier study we discovered

that our experienced writers (a different group this tirre) generated up to 60 per cent of
their new ideas in response to the larger rhetorical problem (that is, in response to the
assignment, their audience, or their own goals)
topic alone

Only 30 per cent were in response to the

For example, a v/riter would say "I'll v.'ant an introduction that pulls you in,"

instead of merely reciting facts about the topic, such as "As an engineer the first thing to
do IS .." In the poor writers the results were almost reversed.

3.1

70 per cent of their new

30

ideas ^ e r e statements about the topic alone without concern for the larger rhetorical
y

problem (Flower and Hayes, 1979). All of this suggests that setting up goals to affect a
reader is not only a reasonable act, but a powerful strategy for generating new ideas and
exploring even a topic as personal as "my job."
As you might easily predict, plans for affecting a reader also give the final paper a
more effective rhetorical focus. For example, one of the novice writers, whose only goals
for affecting the audience were to "explain (his) job simply so it would appeal to a broad
range of intellect," ended up writing a detailed technical analysis of steam turbulence in
an electrical generator.
research
3.

The topic was of considerable importance to him as a future

ngineer, but hardly well focused for the readers of Seventeen.
Good writers represent the problem not only in more breadth, but in depth. As

they write, they continue to develop their image of the reader, the situation, and their
own goals with increasing detail and specificies.

We saw this in the writer who came

back to revise and elaborate her image of her fashion-consuming reader.
poor

writers

often

remain

throughout

the

entire

composing

By contrast,

period with

the flat,,

undeveloped, conventional representation of the problem with which they started
The main conclusion of our study is this;
different

problem than poor writers

good writers are simply solving a

Given the fluency we can expect from

speakers, this raises an important question

native

Would the performance of poor writers

change if they too had a richer sense of what they were trying to do as they wrote, or if
they had more of the goals for affecting the reader which were so stimulating to the
good writers?

People only solve the problems they represent to themselves.

Our guess

is that the poor writers we studied possess verbal and rhetorical skills which they fail to
use because of their underdeveloped image of their rhetorical problem.

Because they

have narrowed a rhetorical act to a paper-writing problem, their representation of the
problem doesn't call on abilities they may well have.
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5. A Taxonomy of Writing Plans
We know that writers generate an enormous number and variety of plans as they
compose; the problem is how to categorize these plans in a useful way.

Our hypothesis

is that writers draw on three major kinds of plans which are hierarchically related to one
another.

5.1. Plans To Do
To begin with, writers generate plans for dealing with their rhetorical problem.
These rhetorical plans are called plans To Do something in or by language.

These are

essentially plans for performing a speech act—for responding in some way to that
rhetorical problem, which includes the writer, the reader, and a purpose.

A plan To Do

something in writing might be as unique and specific as "Write a note for the icebox door
to keep the family our of the plums

Use a stern parental voice that begins with firm

reasonableness and ends with a veiled threat"

At the other extreme a rhetorical plan

could be as conventional and limited as "write another essay for Freshman Compositions
class."

As you might expect when writers fail to plan or depend on limited, stereotypic

plans, they are likely to spend very little time actively considering audience or purpose
when they write

They are more likely to produce "Writer-Based prose," which takes on

the structure of the enter's ov^n thought process and the style of an interior monologue
(Flov/er, 1979).
A rhetorical plan To Do something can not only improve the quality of a paper, it
can also make it eas.er to write

When people treat writing as a speech act, they are

more likely to drav/ on many of the well-learned strategies adults use everyday for
arguing, explaining, or describing, but which many seem to ignore when they are writing
for a class

A rhetorical plan offers the writer a pole star for the choppy sea of trying to

compose

'O
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5.2, Plans To Say
In order to carry out a plan To Do something, writers often generate two kinds of
subplans.

The first of these is the familiar and rudimentary plan that all schoolchildren

have had drilled into them in the form of outlining: a plan for what you want To Say

A

plan To Say something is essentially a content plan—a simplified or abstract version of
the information you want to convey.

It can take a variety of forms, ranging from

scribbled notes and sketches on an envelope to an impressive sentence outline complete
with Roman numerals and two subpoints under every point.
a scale model of the final product.

A plan To Say is essentially

Perhaps that is why it has been so widely and

rigorously taught, often to the exclusion of any other kind of planning.

5.3. Composing Plans
There is, howe^^er, another kind of planning writers do that is based not on the
product of writing, but on the process. This third kind of plan we call a Composing Plan.
Some Composing Plans help people generate knowledge.
such formalized plans go under the name of invention.

In classical rhetoric,

One can choose from highly

S"Stematic and anal'/tical plans, such as the particle, wave, field analysis of tagmemics, to
Aristotle's topics or Gordon's synthetics.

Or one could choose from more enigmatic and

inspirational plans, such as Sheridan Baker's (1969) advice on "picking an argument" or
the meditation techniques used in Pre-Writing, on down to the t i m e - h o n c e d methods of
poetic inspiration

"Look into your heart and write."

If you wish your students to have

more self-conscious control Over the process of generating ideas, there are many v/ays
to teach it.
The category of Composing Plans also includes a large set of ad hoc plans people
use to guide themselves through the process of writing

For example, when the w

r in

the Wendy protocol ran into trouble, she told herself to "write a bunch of ideas down and
connecc them later."

Some of our subjects appear to be at the mercy of inspiration as
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they compose, or slaves to their own growing text.

Others are able not only to monitor

their composing process, but to choose alternative ways to proceed. At the base of our
work with heuristic strategies for writers (Flower and Hayes, 1977) is an attempt to learn
more about these unexplored alternative strategies within the art of composing itself.
Let us close with an excerpt from a protocol that illustrates a writer working under
a top-level plan To Do something, which in turn creates a nested set of goals and
subgoals.

As the protocol develops, we see how the writer's forward progress is the

result of a recursive, nonlinear process guided by a variety of plans.

As an illuminating

contrast to this Subject, we studied another writer whom we shall call "Free write." As he
composed, Freev/rite's top-level plan appeared to be "Write whatever comes to m i n d "
His guiding plan was essentially a plan To Say, with only a rudimentary set of composing
rules tacked on (e.g, use correct grammar, use correct spelling if you know it, and
paragraph occasionally)

His protocol showed almost no discernible attention given to

audience or purpose, and the final product, as you might guess, read rather like a
audience or purpose, and the final product, as you might guess, read rather like a
transcript of free association, even though the writer considered it quite adequate.

Insert Figure 5.2 about here

We return then to the writer v^orking under a top-level plan To Do
version of a protocol covers the beginning of the composing session

This schematic
The plans To Do

and To Compose are generally comments the writer makes to himse'f, whereas the plans
To Say are frequently notes jotted on paper Notice how the first three moves essentially
define the rhetorical problem.
By move 4, the v/nter has sketched out the rhetorical problem (his purpose,
audience, and his own role) and set up a composing plan (just jot things down).
When he begins to explore his knowledge at move 4, it is under the
simultaneous control of these two plans
ei
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Move 5, a decision to keep on generating ideas, is a reaffirmation and
development of the initial composing plan in Move 2.
By move 7, the information the writer has generated leads him to form a new
plan that is both a Composing plan for the final paper and a plan To Do
something—to make a point for the reader.
Move 9 is probably the most illuminating point of the protocol because the
writer encounters a mismatch between his Knowledge (things he could say
about Memory Is) and his goal vis-a-vis the reader. His action demonstrates
the distinction between Knowledge and Goals in writing. His high-level plan To
Do, based on his purpose and reader, lets him consider two subplans (make the
subject itself important or focus on its underlying principle) and in turn two
pockets of knowledge. In the process of working by plan our writer considers
two radically different things he could say. Clearly his writing process is not
simply the straightforward act of expressing what he knows. Instead it is a
hierarchically organized, recursive process in which knowledge and text are
generated under the direction of both the rhetorical plan To Do something and a
Composing plan for how to do it in writing.
This fragment of protocol was the beginning of the Subject's writing session.

At

t

the end of the session, 40 minutes later, there was an unexpected code

The writer

discovered that his initial objective of "justifying Memory I" h^|d been entirely forgotten in
the course of composing a different line of argument.

He now sees that Memory I (and

the ideas generated in our excerpt) could be an example in this larger argument.
following brief

In the

section, he sets up a new plan (which is both a rhetorical and a

composing plan) and begins to compose text.
This excerpt illustrates what is probably one of the critical differences we have seen
between the processes of good and weak writers.

Weak writers in this situation jwould

probably cont'nue to crunch out text under the direction of a plaii To Say what they.knew
or a plan To Compose their information into "acceptable" text.

Good writers, by contrast,

not only make initial high-level plans To Do something, but continue to return to and
develop those plans as they write
Insert Figure 5 3 about here
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6. The Pregnant Pause
An

innportant

aspect

of

most

writers

composing

plans

is

the

heuristic

of

fractionation (Hayes, 1981). Fractionation is the process of breaking a problem into parts
and solving it by solving its component parts, the power of this heuristic for reducing the
impact of problem constraints and memory limitations is widely recognized. The writer's
use of fractionation to solve writing problems is revealed in the structure of the thinking
aloud protocols. Typically, writing protocols are divided into easily perceived segments or
'composing episodes" which are with few exceptions devoted to the statement and
solution of a relatively well defined part of the total writing problem.
Composing episodes are units in the process of the writer, rather than his or her
written

product.

We

initially

concentration or periods

noticed

that

writers

appeared

to

work

in

units

of ,-

of sustained focus, and, more importantly, found tnaf ^tne

boundaries betvi/een these composing episodes could be agreed upon by independent
readers.

In the protocols of three subjects analyzed in detail (ttw tape of one expert

writer was no longer available) these episodes ranged in length from 1 to 33 lines of
typescript, lasting from 7 seconds to 12 minutes, with an average length of 1 minute 45
seconds and an average of 10 clauses per episode (see Table 6 1).

Insert Table 6 1 about here

In our analysis we will occesionally separate episodes into "major" episodes, which
are clearly autonomous episodes with strong boundaries, and "minor" episode,5, which
have weaker boundaries or stronger connections to adjacent episodes.

Sets of these

minor episodes typically cluster together to form a functional unit—they work as subepisodes v^ithin the more clearly bounded unit of a major episode
will clarify this distinction.

The following e.><ample

It comes from the very beginning of an expert protocol and

shows two brief major episodes (74 and 47 seconds) and the beginning of one longer
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major episode (13 minute) composed of three minor episodes.

The bo ndaries between

major episodes are indicated by double slash marks; those between minor episodes by a
single mark.
There

-^ a number

of features

worth

mention

here.

First, if this

writer's

performance were merely observed, it would appear to be a long 160 seconds of pausing,
broken only by the act of shutting the door and ended by the transcription of the first
sentence.

The protocol, however, reveals a substantial and complex body of planning.

Even during verbalizing, pauses still occur and those of 2 seconds or more are noted with
superscript numbers.

The coding of the protocol reflects our model (Hayes and Flower,

1980, Flower and Hayes, in press, a) and distinguishes between the processes of Planning,
Translating (producing written text), and Reviev/ing

Here text produced by the writer is

underlined once, reading is underscored twice.
Note that the first episode ends with a metacomment—a familiar enough ploy for
diverting attention from the task at hand.

Episode two begins with a renewed attack on

the assignment, which told subjects to work as if they v/ere free-lance writers. The third
episode breaks into smaller internal units or minor episodes.

Like many of the episodes

focused on the act of Translating or producing prose, it is relatively long and broken into
minor episodes by brief evaluative comments and attention to side issues; yet the thread
of composition is not lost.

Such episodes seem directed by an overall plan that can

sustain changes'in topic and can cross paragraph boundaries.

In this case, notice how

adroitly the fragment of te^t produced in Episode 3 responds to the audience analysis,
implicit goals, and plans v/hich preceded it.

As we will try to show in the rest of this

paper, these episodes are goal-directed planning units in which writers work.
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6.1. Evidence for an Episode Structure
Our analysis of the 'ontent of "pregnant pauses" will rest on two assertions we
have attempted to verify:
1. That the "composing episodes' are real; that is, that they represent meaningful
and verifiable units of concentration in which writers normally work.
2. That by looking at the boyndaries which occur between episodes we are in
fact looking at many of the longer, "pregnant" pauses noted by overvational
research.
Although these episode pattarns had intuitive validity to reaJers of the protocols,
we looked for converging evidence to support their reality and the reliability of our
boundary judgments.

One content free indication of a boundary comes in the form of

signal words such as "all right," "let's see," ,3nd "okay."

In three of our four writers these

signal words clustered significantly (p< 001) around episode boui.daries (i.e., appearing in
either the immediately proceeding or succeeding clauses). The fourth writer simply didn't
use signal words. Such expressions seem to indicate a sense of opening or closutc as in
"okay, now.." or "that's okay."

Or they worked as filler in the writer's t.ansition from one

episode to the next. (Although many boundarieb are sharply defined points, some are one
to

three

clause

transitional

units

containing

false

closures,

false

starts,

and

metacomments.)
Mo<^t of the evidence for episodes and their boundaries, however, depends on the
internal logic of the protocol itself

As Table 5.2 shows, when judges study the protocol

Cdref'jily and know it v/e!l, they achie»e high reliability in judging boundaries

These

knowledgeable" judges were merely instructed to look for units of coi.rentration in the
writer's

process and to mark a boundary when they saw the writer shifting locus,,

changing a tram of thought, or setting up a new plan.

These judgements did show a

threshold effect (as verified by the Gutman scaling technique)--some judges simply had
broader criteria for selecting boundaries and noted more of them.

4^

However, even with
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these differences, out of a total of 248 boundaries selected by our four knovi^ledgeable
judges, two or more judges agreed on 70% of these boundaries.

A random selection

predicted by a multinomial pfobabiiity test would have yielded only a 20% agreement.

Insert Table 6.2 about here

For comparison, the protocols were then judged by four more readers whom we
called "intuitive judges" because they had not studied the protocols and were given no
instructions beyond "Use your intiution to mark what you see as meaningful episodes in
the process of the writer's thought."
slightly

greater

than

knowledgeable judges

the

number

As a control they were given a set of markers
of

major

and

minor

episodes

noted

by

the

As one might expect, the intuitive judges created many more

idiosyncratic boundaries (i.e., those chosen by only . ne judge).

Neverthelers, of the 290

boundaries they marked, two or more judges agreed on 50% of the boundaries.

They

showed even stronger agreement on the "official" boundaries (i.e, those selected by two
or nr,^> 3 knowledgeable judges).

Two or more of the intuitive judges selected over 90%

of these boundaries (whereas, a probability test would predict only 13%) and three or
more judges agreed on 73% (compared
.5% agreement)

) the even smaller probability prediction of only

Finally, we asked a group of twenty-tv/o writing researchers attending a

seminar on protocol analysis to make intuitive judgments on yet another protocol and
found that eight readers or more agreed on 70% of all the boundaries chosen by the
group

(here probdbi'ity

would

predict

such agreement

on only

00000118°'o

of

the

boundaries). We think these results are remarkably strong.
The goal of this initial analysis was not to create a well-specifi'^d definition of
episodes, but simply to gather prima face evidence that they do indeed exist as complex,
yet strongly visible units within the composing process.
this v/ay

We can sum up'the findings in

You can't expect every reader to agree on all the boundaries; yet major
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episode boundaries have a high intuitive discernibly.

The selection of minor or sub-

episode boundaries will be more idiosyncratic since readers respond to a wide range of
events such as precess shifts between planning, translating, and editing; shifts in topic;
and the intrusion of metacomments.

However, knowledgeable readers—that is, people

who carefully study the content and logic of the entire protocol—will come to high
agreement in choosing episodes.
a key fact about episodes.

The importance of "knowing" the protocol also reveals

Episodes are not like paragraphs of a text, organised around a

central topic which a casual reader can easily follow.

Instead, episodes seem to be

organized around goals, so that one episode could include various topics and various
orocesses from planning to editing—all tied together by their relevance to the writer's
current plan or goal

Readers who know the protocol well are more avjare of this overall

structure

7. Evaluating How Writers Generate Ideas
An important part of the planning process as it is described in our model is idea
generation.

In this section, we present data which helps us to describe idea generation

more fully.
This study started with the hypothesis that an important difference between good
ana poor writers lies, not simply in their ability to express ideas m written speech, but in
the very strategies they use to generate those ideas in the first place

We had observed

that poor writers, in their attempt to find a focus or thesis for a paper, often seemed tied
to the topic, while more experitnced writers appeared to be responding to a larger
rhetorical problem—a problem which included the reader and their own goals (Flower and
Hayes, 1980).
If this hypothesis were true it v^ould mean a number of things.

First, if poor v/nters

are obsessively focused on the topic to the exclusion of the larger rhetorical problem, it
could

help

explain

why

they

oft-^n

are more

likely

4:i

to

violate

conventions

of

the
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appropriate when they write, but not when they speak. In face-to-face conversation only
ancient mariners are likely to ignore the rhetorical situation.

Secondly, it the rhetorical

situation itself helps stimulate plans and ideas, it could explain why so many poor writers,
including the ones in our experiment, often seem to "run out of ideas."

Finally, if a

significant difference between good and poor writers is the strategy they use to generate
ideas, this would suggest that evaluating or editing the final product qua product is
unlikely to produce dramatic change.

A more effective teaching technique would focus

on the writing process itself.
To test this hypothesis we collected, on tape, verbal protocols of nine write.rs
composing aloud.

Four were people on the university staff who liked to write, who had

done writing, and who were considered by their peers to be "good" writers

In contrast

to this group of "good" or experienced writers, we studied a group of "poor" writers who
had come or been sent to the Communications Skills Center for general problems with
organization and coherence. Two of these "poor" writers were graduate students, two
undergraduate, none had difficulty with basic grammar or sentence structure
Each

subject

wrote

on

an

assignment

about

which

infoT'ation, but which created significant audience constraints

they

would

have

topic

They were told to work

for approximately an hour and to verbalize everything that went through their minds as
they A-rote

We analyzed these transcripts in two steps

first, by isolating each new idea

that v^as generated during the session (see Table 7.1).

A new idea was defined as any

complete

graf^matical

unit,

including

complex

statements

with

dependent

clauses

However, if such a complex statement was generated in tv^o attempts separated by long
pauses or intervening material, it was coded as two ideas.

Our goal was to code as one

unit those ideas which were being retnr.v/ed from memory as a unit, and to code as nev/
all new attempts to expand or develop an idea

Changes which affected merely the

wording or sentence structure were judged on the basis of our model of the writing
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process to belong to the process of 'translating,' not 'generating,' and were not counted
(Hayes and Flower, 1980).

Insert Table 7.1 about here

Our second step was to discover where each of these new ideas came from.
Therefore we categorized each new idea in one of three ways, as a response to either:
1. the larger rhetorical problem, including the topic,
2. the topic alore,
3. a current element in memory.
The basic purpose of this categorization was simple. Within a given body of ideas,
we v,/anted to see what per cent of those ideas were generated as a response merely to
the topic alone (or to a current element in memory) or alternatively, as a response to not
only the topic, but to the larger rhetorical situation as well.

_

We used the following taxonomy to decide into which category a new idea should
be placed:
1. An idea was categorized as a response to the rhetorical problem if it indicated
one of the follov^ing:
a concern with the writer's Purpose or Goal; an
indication of the writer's sense of Audience; or a concern with the writer's
sense of Self or Persona. A v^riter,s concern with purpose or Goals took two
major forms
either as a statement of purpose ( e g , "I need something here
that pulls you in") or as a recognition of some of the formal features of
written text
Statements such as, "I'll use this as an introduction," indicated
that the writer was seeng her ideas in the larger contcAt of writing a paper or
article Ideas which responded to the audience v;eid sometimes direct ("Make
this friendlier; it's for a young audience") or implicit (eg.,, "I'll list the names of
the most fascinating drinks'). Writers generated ideas in response to their
projected Self or Persona with comments such as, "I'll appear like an idiot."
Finally, some statements combined a number of these elements, such as 'This
may not be the best term for ten-year-olds, but it maintains the rhythm."
Any idea which showed some response to the larger rhetorical problem, then,
v/as placed in the first category
2 The second category was reserved for new ideas which were judged as
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simply infornnation generated in response to the topic alone, such as 'A
waitress has a number of duties, first. . . ." Often these ideas appeared to be
the result of a straight memory search of what the writer remembered about
the topic.
3. The final category was necessary to account for new ideas which appeared to
/ be connected by some association to a recent thought or current item in
memory, but which were not relevant to the rhetorical problem or to the
topic. Both good and poor writers appear to go off on these short trains of
association; the difference is in how frequently they do it.
As we expected, it is difficult to get complete agreement from judges on the
absolute

number

of

new

ideas, since

different

judges

are likely to

have

-different

thresholds for distinguishing new ideas from mere rewordings of old ones. Therefore, as
a check on our method we conducted the following test using a set of 73 ideas which
were judged as new ideas by ail four judges in the experiment. The critical judgments in
this study are the categorizations: is a gh ,.i idea a response to the rhetorical problem or
merely to the topic or a current element'
categorizations?

And can judges agree on making those

In a universe of 73 ideas which all four judges had selected .as new

ideas, there was complete categorization agreement on 52 ideas or 7 1 % . Three judges
agreed on 69 responses or 94.5%. There v/as a two or three-way split on only four ideas
This percentage of agreement confirmed our sense that such categorization is reliable

7.1. Results
The results of this analysis were striking, especially since our subjects did not
represent the extremes of either good or poor writers and there was not attempt to
account for or control individual differences.

Nevertheless, as Table 7.1 shows, tne poor

writers as a group generated on 28% of their new ideas in respon.se to the rhetorical
problem, the other 72% were in response to the topic and/or a current element in
memory.

For the good venters this 30/70 distribution was nearly reversed

Good writers

generated 60% of their new ideas in response to the rhetorical problem in some way;
only 40% of their ideas were a response to the topic or current element alone.
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As you can see in Table 7.1, there is a significant spread among the poor writers,
but as a group they remained distinct from the good writers.

On the basis of a Pitman

randomization test, these results were significant at the .01 level; that is, the probability
that this difference between the groups would have arisen by chance is less than 1 in TOO
(Siegel, 1956).

8. Formulating Sentences in Writing
In the previous several sections, we have examined the planning process, the first
major process in our writing model in considerable detail. In this section, we turn to the
second major process. Translation
How do people actually write sentences'?
found that there was a great deal we didn't know
are very important, but we weren't

When asked ourselves this question, we
We knew, of course, that writers' plans

sure of the extent to which the writers' plans

determined the details of the sentences written nor of the extent to which the experience
of composing sentences modified the writers' plans

We didn't know if sentences are

composed as a whole or if they are assembled from separately composed parts

Further,

we didn't know if there were differences in the processes experts and non-experts use to
compose sentences
This paper explores all three of these questions. In the first section, we will discuss
the relation of planning and sentence composition. In the second section, we will present
data on the proces-^es by which writers compose sentences
.-iccount for the data

We will propose a model to

In the third section, we will describe differences in the way experts

and non-expens compose sentences
In conducting this research. v;e were guided by our model of written composition
(Hayes and Flov/er, 1980)
maior writing processes.

In this model (see Figure 2.1 Section 2), we proposed three
PLANNING, TRANSLATING, and REVIEWING

The function of the

PLANNING process is to set goals and to establish a writing plan which will guide \>e
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production of text.

The TRANSLATING process acts under the guidance of the writing

plan to produce written text.

The function of the REVIEWING process is to improve the

quality of the text.
Below, we will present observations of people writing formal sentences, and use
these observations to develop a detailed model of the TRANSLATION process and its
relation to PLANNING.

8.1. The Relation Between Planning and Sentence Construction
We observed writers as they wrote essays on topics such as "tvly Job' and
"Abortion;

Pro and Con' for teenage audiences. The writers were asked to "think aloud"

while writing.

The resulting protocols were tape recorded and transcribed

Our subjects

were six expert writers chosen for their professional involvement in writing and six
subjects who were competent adult writers, but not professionals.
For some writers, planning prior to writing is very sketchy, apparently consisting of
little more than the choice of a general topic or perhaps a decision to write in simple
language. Others plan more extensively—developing lists of subtopics to be discussed in
a particular order—before any sentences are written.
Plans influence the way in which sentences are written.

The order in which topics

are discussed in the final essay is typically closely related to the order in which they are
listed in the notes the writer made during planning.
The left hand columr :>f Figure 8.1 shows the plan for orc,ani2ing the essay by one
of the expert writers as revealed by his protocol and by his notes written before he
began to construe* formal sentences.

The right hand column shows the sequence of

topics and subtopics in this completed essay.
c ,
• " ; ;

Insert Figure 8 1 about here

is
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For this writer, the relation between plan and essay was very close.
One output of the PLANNING process is typically a sequence of brief written notes
of two kinds:
1. topic designations, e.g., "religious reasons,' "misery of being an unwanted
child," and
2. instructions to the writer, e.g., "introduction," "snapper line."
These two kinds of notes seem to serve rather different functions

Topic designations

serve to remind the writer to include information about a particular subject matter.

Often

it appears that the writer has this information preorganized for presentation in long-term
memory.

Instructions to the writer, on the other hand, remind the author to accomplish

some rhetorical goal such as providing an app.'cprictc beginning or end to the essay.
Often they are content free or direct the writer to organize information at some later
time

For example, an instruction such as "summary" will typically lead the v/riter to

organize content for a summary only after the essay has been written.

_

When the writer begins to generate formal sentences, these brief notes will be
greatly expandea

For the v/riter whose plan and essay are described in Figure 8 1, each

plan element gave rise on the average to 2 5 sentences and about 55 words.

In word

count, the topics in the outline were expanded ahout eight-fold on the average when they
apoeared m the finished essay

Expansion varied from a lov/ in which a 29 word note

was transformed into 39 .vords of text to much more extensive expansions in wnich, for
example, "snapper line" became a 53 word conclusion and the single word "age" gave rise
to 58 v/ords of text.
As v/e noted above, our writers usually did not make outlines as complete as this
writer did

As a result, the smount of expansion from outline to essay for most writers is

greater than we observe here.
For none of the wnte.'S we observed was the order of topics in the essay exactly

:U
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the same as the order of topics in the plan.
writer was composing sentences.

Many changes in plans occurred while the

The writer whose plans are outlined in Figure 8.1

decided after writing section 2a(2) of the essay, "economic reasons,' that section 2b of
the plan, "cuirent con-position," was "repetitious" and eliminated it. After writing section
2a(3), he decided that section 2c was unnecessary.

Later he decided that topic 4b in the

plan was really two topics and wrote it as such in *he essay.
Clearly,

then,

the

writer's

plans

influence

the

construction

of

sentences.

Constructing sentences, however, can also influence plans. Just how a plan will work out
isn't always clear until the writer tries to execute it. When he tries to put the plans into
words, he may well discover Vv'eaknesses and redundancies which were not obvious and
perhaps could not be obvious earlier.
The process of writing sentences can lead to more than just a change in the venting
plan.

It can also provide the occasion for writers to change their understanding of the

topic.

In the protocol segment shown in Figure 8.2, the writer is trying to compose a

sentence about writing difficulties.

Insert Figure 8.2 about here

At first the venter seems to feel that the important problem is impulsiveness.

By

the time the sentence is completed, hov.e.'er, he decided that the real problem is lack of
planning
Our mam point here is that even when writers do ma'Ke cornpiete plans, there is still
plenty of work to do to construct formal sentences. We know this because
1 The plan v/ill almost certainly be modified during TRANSLATION.
2 The plan v^ill be expanded ten fold or more to produce the sentence

And

3 Some elements in the plan are instructions to the writer such as
introduction" or "snapper line" which require the v/riter to add content at the

5tj
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time of writing sentences.
We can summarize the relation between the PLANNING and TRANSLATING process
as follows:
1. The order of topics in the writing plan is closely related to the order of topics
in the essay. The PLANNING process clearly exerts some control over the
TRANSLATING process.
2. When writing formal sentences, the writer greatly expands the topics
designated quite briefly in the plan. The TRANSLATING process, then, takes
the plan as input and builds on it.
3. Writing sentences can lead the writer to modify the writing plan.
TRANSLATION process, then, can exert some reciprocal control
PLANNING.

The
over

8.2. What Happens When Sentences Are Written?
The top part of Figure 8.3 is a protocol segment

in which the

composing and writing down the sentence shown at the bottom

subject was

This segment shows all

of the important features of sentence generation that we have observed in our sample of
writers.

First and most impo.lant, the subject constructs sentences by proposing and

evaluating sentence parts

Insert Figure 8.3 about here

Items 1, 4, 6, 9, 12. and 17 are proposed sentence parts.
evaluations

In

addition,

the

protocol

interrogation, goal setting, and rereading

segment

Items 10, 13, and 15 indicate

reveals

three

other

Items 2 and 8 are interrogations.

processes:
It is very

common for subjects while they are writ ng to ask themselves questions such as, "What
do I v/ant to say?", "What do I mean?", "What did he do?", or simply, "What?" We assume
that these interrogations reflect memory search processes in which the writer is trying to
find information to be used in constructing the sentence.
Items 3 and 5 are instances of goal setting in which the writer specifies some
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properties desired in the sentence without producing them.
Items 11, 14, and 16 are instances of reading.
The average size of proposed sentence parts for our 12 subjects was 9.29 words,
and the average number proposed was 2.78 parts per sentence.

Of the words proposed

in^the form of sentence parts, just over three-quarters (.76) were included in the final
sentence

Thus the process of proposing sentence parts appears to be a fairly efficient

one
Of all the protocol segments which correspond to sentence construction:
* 18% contain one or more interrogatives
* 66% involve rereading of previously currently being written, and
* 8% involve rereading of previously written sentences
Rereading of the current sentence, then, i j much more common during the TRANSLATING
process than rereading of sentences composed earlier.
Figure 8.4 shows a model of the TRANSLATION process which accounts for many of
the observed behaviors.

The model assumes that in constructing sentences, the writer

will try to follow a sequence of plan elements formed earlier.

If a plan element is

evaluated negatively, or if for some reason there is no plan element, then the writer will
initiate PLANNING.

In both PLANNING and EVALUATING, the writer may and often does

make use of information derived by reading the context of the sentence to be produced

Insert Figure 8 4 about here

Once a p'an element is selected, the writer will attempt to express it by writing one
or more sentences

This will be done by proposing and evaluating sentence parts

If the

writer had difficulty in proposing a part, then she/he may reread the context of the
sentence ("to get a running start") or may ask a clarifying question such as, "Vv'hat did he
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really do?" or, "What am I trying to say?"
If a proposed part is evaluated positively, it is added to the current sentence buffer. .
We assume that parts are added to the sentence buffer from left to right and that at any
time the buffer contains the first or left hand part of a sentence. We believe that it rarely
or never contains a sentence part v/hich is detached from the beginning of the sentence.
A sentence part may evaluated negatively because it fails to match the intended
plan.

For example, the proposed part may state so. lething either more general or

something more specific than the v\/riter intended.

If the writer continues to have

difficulty in finding a part to add to the current sentence buffer, she/he may start over by
clearing the sentence buffer.
When a sentence is completed, the writer must decide if the current plan element
has been completed.
IS completed

!f not, she/he will compose more sentences until the plan element

If so, the writp: will look for a new plan element.

8.3. Differences Between Experts and Non-experts
Generally, the protocols of the expert writers resemble those of the competent
writers

Both groups construct sentences by proposing and evaluating sentence parts,

and both groups engage in interrogation, goal setting, and rereading of the current
/-

sentence

Thsre are, however, two consistent differences between experts and novices

Experts v^rite longer essays and experts propose longer sentence parts.

Table 8 1 shows

the essay length and sentence part length for the experts and non-experts

Both/

differences are significant beyond the .05 level by the Mann-Whitney test.

Insert Table 8.1 about here

An independent rater measured sentence part lengths for two of the subjects--S4
and S7--and obtained average part lengths of 12.23 words for S4 and 7 30 words for S7

^Z
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The four experts who pioposed long sentence parts (Subjects 1, 2, 3, and 4) wrote
essays which were ranked first, second, third and fourth by panel of judges who judged
all 12 essays.

The experts who proposed short sentence parts (Subjects 5 and 6) wrote

essays which were ranked 9th and 10th in quality by these same judges. There is some
reason, then, to believe that the average length of the sentence parts which a writer
proposes when he is constructing sentences is related to the writer's skill in writing.
What mechanism could be responsible for such a relation?
Simon and Chase (1973), studying skill in chess, concluded that the advantage
which chess experts have over novices depends on a enormous amount of pattern
knowledge which they acquire during thousands of hours spent in ana'yzing chess games.
The fact that experts have more and larger patterns than those available to novices
allows the expert to think of chess games in larger units than novices can use.

Perhaps

thousands of hours spent constructing sentences enables the expert writer to work in
larger units than those with less experience.
In contrast to the fluency shown by experts, the sentence constructing processes of
poor writers may be interrupted frequently by difficulties with low level processes. Figure
8 5 illustrates this sort of difficulty in a student who had been referred to a writing clinic.
Spelling, orthography, and even the simple matter of handling a pencil occupy so much of
the v.Titer s attention that he has considerable difficulty keeping track of his sentence.
Cur competent and expert writers rartly- '.jve difficulties with low level processes

Insert Figure 8 5 about here

In poor writers, then, fluency is strongly influenced by mastery (or lack of mastery)
of lov/ level skills.

In competent and expert writers, we propose that fluency depends on

the acquisition of large quantities of sentence pattern knov/ledge.
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9. Implications for Teaching
Our resjarch on the composing process has a number of implications for teaching.
It suggests some* important additions to what we teach:

we need to teach students to

understand and analyze their own thinking process just as they now do their writing
products.

And we neod to reconsider how we teach, when the content of such teaching

is not content specific knowledge but process ski'ls.

Teaching heuristics and thinkinn

strategies—trying to affect performance- -calls for new techniques.
implications

of

our

research

for

teaching,

we

would

In summing up the

emphasize

three

important

observations supported by our work.
1. There are important differences in how expert and novice writers handle the
process of writing.
2 Many of the heur'stics or strategies experienced writers employ are emirentiy
teachable.
3 One of the most promising areas for improving students' writing is in the
neglected art of planning.

9.1. Implication 1
There

are important

process of writing

differences

in how expert and novice writers handle the

This difference was particularly evident in a study of how writers

defined their own rhetorical prublem--what elements of the task they attend to and how
nch .nd cc mpl<= ? 'epresentation they built
1. Go

.ers r"«;pond to a^M aspects of the rh^'orical problem. As they compose

thtiv build a unique representation not only of their audience and assignment, but also of
their goals involving the audience, their own persona, and the text.

By contrast, the

problem representations of the poor writers were concerned primari'y with the features
and conventions of a written text, such as number of pages or maga?ine format
2

In building ttieir problem representation, good writers create a particularly rich

network of goals for affecting their reade

Furthermore, the^.i goals, based on affecting
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a reader, also helped the writer g''. Tate new ideas.

In an earlier study we discoverea

that our experienced writers (a different group this time) generated up to 60 per cent of
their new ideas in response to the larger rhetorical problem.
response to the topic alone.

Only 30 per cent were in

For example, a writer would say, "I'll want an introduction

that pulls you in," instead of merely reciting facts about the topic, such as "As an
engineer the ^'-'^t thing to do is . . . ."
reversed

In the poor writers the results were almost

70 per cent of their new ideas were statements about the topic alone without

concern for the larger rhetorical problem.

All of this suggests that setting up goals to

affect a reader is not only a reasonable act, but a powerful strategy for generating new
ideas and exploring even a topic as personal as "my job."
As you might easily predict, plans for affecting a reader also give the final paper a
more effective rhetorical focus

For example, one of the novice writers, whose only goals

for affecting^ the audience were to "explain [his] job simply so it v/ould appeal to a broad
range of intellect," ended up writing a detailed techn.cal analysis of steam turbulence in
an electrical generator,

The topic was of considerable importance to him as a future

research engineer, but hardly v/ell focused for the readers of Seventeen
3

Gov'd writers represent the problem not only in more breadth, but in depth

As

they write, they continue to develop their image of the reader, the situation, and their
C'.vn goa's v/ith increasing detail and specificity

We saw this in the writer who came

back to re.'ise and elaborate her image of her fashion-consuming reader
poor

Ar.ters

often

remain

throughout

the

entire

compos.ng

period

By contrast.
with

the

flat,

unde.'elcped, conv/er.tional representation of the problem with which they started
The main conclusion of our study is this
different problem than poor writers
speakers, this raises an important

good writers are simply solving a

Given the fluency we can expect from native

question

V*'ould the performance of poor

.vriters

chanje if thoy too had a richer sense ot vhat they were trying to do as they v/rote, or if
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they had more of the goals for affecting the reader, which were so stimulating to ti--a
good writers?

People only solve the problems they represent to themselves.

O I T guess

is that the poor writers we studied possess verba! anc rhetorical skills which they foil to
use beca-se of their underdeveloped image of their rhetorical prouiem.

By narrowing a

rhetorical act to a paper-writing problem, their representation of the problem doesn't call
on abilities they may well have.
The second implication we see in our ov/n :;tjdy is that the ability to explore a
rhetorical problem is eminently teachable.

Unlike a metaphoric "ciscovsrv," problem-

finding IS not a totally mysterious or magical act. Writers discover what thsy want to do
by insistently, energetically exploring the entire pioblem before them and building for
themselves a unique image of the problem they want to solve

A part of creative thinking

is just plain thinking
Exploring a topic elone isn't enough

As Donald Murray put it, "writers wait for

Signals" which tell them it is time to write, whi i "give a sense of closure, a way of
handling a diffuse and overwhelming subject."

Many of the "signals" Murray described,

such as having found a point of view, a voice, or a gene, parallel our description of the
goals and plans we saw good writers making

If we can teach students to explore and

define their own problems, even within the constraints of an assignment, we can help
them to create inspiration -nstead of wait for it

9 2. Implication 2
The process of writing is not a simple, step-by-step process

However, many of

the heuristics or strategies which aid experienced writers are eminently teachable
implications for teaching >• ~ instics stand out:
1 Heuristics do not offer a step-by-step formula for hovj to wri;e. They are
available, and pov^erful, but optional techniques for solving problems along the
way Although it makes sense, in general, to plan before you generate and to
generate ideas before juggling them for a reader, these processes can often
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be collapsed together in a writer'3 thinking. Furthermore, as our subjects
show, the entire procsss of otetv-^enw-rate, and construct may be reiterated
time and again at all l e v e i s ^ f the ^ o c e s s , ffom the act of articuiating a key
phrase to producing a sencence, panfigraph, or entire paper. Problem solving
asks the writer to trade irr his/h6r set of rules for ;^ow to Write (Gather,
Outline, and Write), which never vcrked too well ar,/v/ay, for a set of
Alternative Ways to Reach Your Goal When You Write.
2. A second basic fact about teaching heuristics is that people must experience
a navj thinking technique to learn it.
Brainstorming, for example, is arj
acquired skill and may go against the grain for Ariters geared to producing
usable pro^e on a first sitting
Students will not blithely relinquish their
habitual coi^oosing techniques, no matter how inefficient, at the sight of a
new idea. To make a new heuristic an available option it must be presented
as a classroom exp-- .ence which ensures that the writer actually learns how
to use and apply a new technique Even the inexperienced writer is never a
tabula rasa, he comes equipped with many well-engrained, if counterproductive habits It is one thing to teach students a new formula, another to
actually change behavior
But writ'ng, like problem-solving thinking in
general, is a performance art. Unless we deal with writir»g as a form of
thinking, we have simply taught tne student the ropes of another classroom
genre-the composition paper
3 Finally, a problem-solving approach to v/riting works for many writers because
It allows for the disorderly dynamics of serious thinking and encourages t»n
analytical and experimenial attitude in the v/riter. Heuristics ask the student
to see writing as a communication problem they are setting out to solve with
all the strategies they can muster. In practice, perhaps the most remarkable
result of using heuristics is that early in the course students develop a
conviction that writing is an important skill they can in fact master.
Obviously, such a conviction is not always one hundred per cent warranted,
but in replacing the mystique of talent and the fear of failing with the
possibility of an attainable goal, problem solving heips writers draw rr.o'':^ fully
on the abilities they do have.

9 3. Implication 3
Finally, in teaching strategies for the writing process, one of the most promising
areas is m teaching the often neglected are of planning
In a recent talk, Richard L Larson took English teachers to task for the way v.'e do
and don t teach vvnteis to plan.

According to his informal survey of cunent te.\tbooks,

our instruction in planning is limited to teaching a few old v;ar horses and is focused
cuite decidedly on the written product, not the writing process. If students followed only

5 '^
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our teaching (and apparently it's a good thing they don't), the only kind of planning t h e y
w/ould do would

be

limited to

1) mailing

development and 3) deciding on transitions.

and outline, 2) choosing

a method

of

In reali' /, as Professor Larson points out,

writers also need to plan what they want to do in a piece of writing and where they want
:>j leave the reader.
Th2t statement seems an uncontestable piece of common sense.

And yet, would

we agree with :<•' Is the common sense support of planning in conflict with the equally
reasonable assumption that writing is a process of discovery?

fvlany of us would argue

that writers find where t h t y are going on the way to getting there. And furthermore, that
if

planning, especially the lockstep of an outline, can fofv-e a writer to leave the wandering
path of discovery in favor of mar;hing down a straight and narrow-minded path to tli<?
end of the theme

According to t'le discovery method, planning may indeed he!p you get

there sooner, but the destination /ou reach may not be worth the trip.
We could state the dilemma in this way.

The act of producing a rhetorically

effective, purposeful piece of writing depends on highly goal-directed thinking, on making
plans

On the other hand, the equally important act of making meaning where none

existed, of turning o"i experience into ideas, is a discovery procedure fostered by the
freedom to explore by-ways and follow unmarked paths that no plan could foresee
The practical problem for us as teachers is how to resolve this conflict, can v/e give
students the pov^er of planning without denying the experience of discovery?

"exTbooks,

insofar ,3S they reflect teaching methods, often fall into one of these two
emphasizing

either

hardline

traditional

methods

of

planning

(outlines,

camps,

methods

development, etc.) or discovery procedures such as pre-writing or free writing

of
This

suggests that writing can be either an act of honest and creative self-exploration, or it
can be an act of planned , rhetorically effective problem-solving.
saying, it cant be both.
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In contrast to this apparent dichotomy in teaching, research in composing process
suggests that good writers do both.

In my own work with John R. Hayes studying the

thinking processes of writers, we see writers make plans to explore a topic, to discover
conflicts, to figure out what they really mean, and at the same time make plans to
produce written discourse and to deal with a reader.

One of the important problems

writers face, but teacf ers teach, is how to map these various plans onto one another and
to coordinate exploration and communication to serve a common goal.
I suggest we often fail to teach this interaction for precisely the reasons Professor
Larson mentioned—our definitions of planning are limited and limiting.
that statement,

Let me qualify

when we ourselves write, our working definition of planning might be

quite broad and flexible, it probably includes all those things that go on when one is
driving to work or standing in the shov;er

But what we teacn under the name of plans

may still be outlines, methods of development, and transitions
The purpose of this paper is to briefly describe the kinds of planning writers do
v/hich combine the power oi' goal-directed thinking with the richness of a discovery
process

We v/ill look at three kinds of plans,

plans To Do Something by writing, plans

To Say Something in writing, and plans To Discover Something through the act of
v/riting itself

But first let's take a brief look at the nature and power of plans

Contrary to the tradition of monumental sentence outlines glittering with Roman
numerals and WJO points beneath every sub-point, good plans are often only sketches in
the mind

,
/

Plans help us write in three v/ays

1. Plans let people reduce large messy problems (such as "be interesting") dov/n
to their essentials Architects do this v/hen they create and revise sketches
instead of experimenting in steel and concrete
Writers do it when they
choose a focus, jot dov/n notes on envelopes, draw pictures with arrows, or
v/nte outlines
A plan, then, is a scaled down version of our solution to a
problem, a model which abstracts the essentials from a problem and allov/s
us to mentally manipulate those essentials first
2 This reveals a very important fact about plans

Since a plan allows us to test
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out a solution in the way an artist uses a sketch, a good plan must be
detailed enough to test, but cheap enough to throw away. That is why those
elaborate early outlines often fail to produce good v/riting or help the writer.
They are so expensive to create, they are less a plan than a shackle. They
lock writers into a premature solution before they have even entered the
problem. A good plan, then, is a sketch which sets up goals and alternatives
which, in turn, keep the writer focused on the essentials of the problem, not
tiie details of a particular solution.
3. Plans, at least some plans, have another characteristic. They give writers a
set of steps or procedures for getting from where they are to where they
want to be. We say that good plans of this sort are operational; they help us
act. One way to see if a plan is operational is to put it in the form of a goal
statement. Then see if it suggests how to proceed; if it offers built-in "howto" cues for how to achieve the goal. Compare these two goals, one with
"how-to" cues, one without: (1) I want to be rich and famous, versus (2) I
want to study probability, statistics, and writing so 1 can get rich quick at Las
Vegas and become famous writing a bestseller on how 1 did it. A writer might
make a goal such as "be persuasive" niore operational by saying, "I want to
argue forcefully both sides of this controveriy to show the reader that I have
pinpointed the crucial issues, but also to p&ve the way for my own ideas."
Plans or goals without "hov/-to" cues are often highly abstract, for example, "I
want to discuss team sports. .impress my reader., get an A in this course."
Such plans may not offer the writer much help at ail.
4. The third strength of plans is really a result of the first two. Because plans
abstract a problem to its essentials and suggest ways to go about working on
it, they help writers turn an overwhelming situation—write that terrific
paper--into a manageable set of sub-problems
By discovering and
concentrating on major sub-problems, such as the purpose of the paper,
writers can handle each part better and reduce the anxiety of facing an
unmanageable whole. As you might expect, good writers not only work on
such sub-problems but have a variety of strategies for integrating the parts
into a whole
For example, writers can delay consideration of a lower level
concern such as spelling, grammar, or even organization until they have
v^orked out v/hat they might want to say. But at the same time, they continue
to consolidate and reorganize what has gone before as their ideas develop

9.4. Teaching Planning Versus Doing It
Teaching has a lot in common with planning.
into paas and teach people how to use the parts

We break a complex process down
But inevitably, we leave the work of

integrating those parts into a who'e up to the student
complex to give anything like a recipe for it.

The process of writing is too

But at the same time we must not confuse

/
/

ei
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the parts we teach with the process itself.

This is particularly important with planning.

At the end of this paper I will offer three kinds of planning that we can teach as
independent planning exercises.

In reality, of course, good writers use and integrate all

three kinds of plans which we as teachers must separate to teach. The question is, how
do good writers do that?
In trying to develop a model of such cognitive processes in writing, John R. Hayes
and I have used the method of protocol analysis to see what writers are actually doing as
they compose.

In this research we ask writers to compose

everything that goes through their minds as they are writing

out loud, verbalizing

The transcript of this tape

recording, which is called a verbal pro;ocol, along with the writers' notes and manuscript
provides an extraordinarily rich record of the thmkmg processes that underlie the act of
composing. When we look at the planning processes writers use, tvvo things stand out
1 Plans do not emerge fully blown at the beginning of a writing session. They
are often generated in response to the writer's purpose, topic, or audience
Plans begin as sketches that get changed and fleshed out as the writer
explores the problem.
2 The planning process (that is, for the writers who do make plans, and some
don't) continues throughout the writing process. V'e may place planning at
the beginning of a textbook and encourage it at the beginning of writing, but
It is not a formal exercise like outline making. It is a thinking activity, almost
a frame of mind, that characterizes the entire writing process of good writers.
So. even though we may teach the kinds of planning outlined below as
independent activities, we need to also make clear how they fit into the larger
act of v/riting
With that in mmd

'et me descrioe three planning techniques which try to bridge

research and teaching by translating .vhat good writers do into teachable techniques that
help people write.
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9.5. A Plan To Do
One of the most important but most untaught kinds of plans writers make are
rhetorical plans or plans To Do Something by writing.

People write for a reason, and the

clearer they are about their goals the more likely they are to get there.

In trying to

decide what they want To Do by writing, writers must define the rhetorical problem they
are facing:

what do they think they are going to accomplish with whom, and how do

they think they are going to do it? Teaching students to do such rhetorical planning, and
creating realistic assignments that require it, remind us that writing is a purposeful act
and not an exercise in style alone.

Furthermore, rhetorical planning is an important way

good writers narrow down their search from all the possible things they could say about
a topic to the important things they want to say.

Rhetorical planning simply makes it

easier to write v/ell
Here is an example from a writer v^no tried to map his plan for what he wanted To
Do by writing a letter to his Congressman.
simply write a list of facts about himself.

As you can see, it would have been easy to
Planning can escalate the problem

The writer

must create and organize new concepts, not just "print out" what he knows

Such

planning sets new standards, and makes it possible to achieve them.

My purpose in i.Titing Is to convince the Congressman that I am
the best candidate for a l e g i s l a t i v e aid.
How do I convince him that I'm the best applicant?
Show him that I am a person
of purpose and determination
have s e t
career goals

have set ways
to achieve them

college

law school

Convince him that I possess
the s k i l l s that he would consider valuaole and hopefully
better than other candidates'
analytical
and conmunication
skills

govt.
experience

leadership
roles

Another kind of Plan To Do writers often make is called an Impact Statement much
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like the environmenlal impact statement a dam builder has to make, describing the effect
his dam will have on the land, wildlife, water and so on. An Impact Statement is focused
on the reader. For instance, the writer asks herself
In a few words, try to describe what I want to happen; what impact do I hope
to have? What do I want my reader to feel, or think, or maybe even do after
reading my paper? If my goal is to make an engineer, say someone like my
college roommate, understand why people read poetry and maybe even come to
enjoy it, how am I going to do this?
Clearly a review of the history of poetry won't do the trick.

An Impact Statement

lets the writer plan with the reader in mind.

9 6. A Plan To Say
Once a writer has at least a start on what he or she wants To Do, I* makes sense
to try to plan what To Say.
one distinction.

Here we are on the old familiar ground of outlines, but with

Early in the writing process plans To Say might well be only sketches,

notes with arrows and stars. As models to be tested and changed and relined, they need
to be cheap enough to throw away.

The later, more formal kinds of plans are really aids

to constructing tight, coherent text rather than generating possible ideas.
The following plan was done by a writer who liked to visualize his relationships.
Notice how It generates a set of things the writer could say in a personal profile, but
keeps those things withm the contOAt of what he wants to do by writing. Again compare
the result of this plan to ihe things he could have said had he chosen to simply describe
'My Job at Goodrich"

Facts

Concepts

Worker for Goodrichresponsible for projects

responsible

developed 6 improvenents

innovative

all engineering involved
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applied general theory
to r e a l problems

/

developed cost effective
solution

experienced

adaptable and
flexible

Worked for D'Alecy
successfully developed program
sharpened analytical s k i l l s
learned to shape complex
r e s u l t s to a model.
9.7. A Plan To Discover
For some writers the best plan is to begin by writing immediately.
us back to the question at the beginning of this paper,

And this brings

ho v can we preserve and in fact

foster the freedom to explore?
One way is by helping writers to build plans To Discover.

When good v/riters "just

start to write" they are in fact calling on a rather sophisticated set of composing plans
This pre "edure

should not be confused

encouraged as "free writing "

with undirected free-association

sometimes

They are not simply v;riting down what comes to mind

Instead, they are setting up conditions for discovery

We could imagine them v/orking

under a set of plans or private mental instructions such as these
* don t try to be perfect it, )ust write and see where it leads
- don't worry about spelling, punctuation, etc
- follow an idea out j n t i l it gets cold, then go on to a hot one
- don't v/orry about coherence and precise connections yet
* then after a period, go back, f o t to revise your text, but to see what you've
turned up

Sfj
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- what ideas look more promising, interesting
- how does this all fit together
- what implications, new ideas could I draw from this
In other words, when people write To Discover, they are working under a creative and
sophisticated plan which helps them handle the act of discovery better by consciously
fostering it. They are telling themselves how to carry out their own composing process.
It is not surprising that many students confuse this process with simply sitting
down and producing a paper from the top sentence down.
from the outside.

It would look much the same

But it is what's going on inside that makes ail the difference. A writer

who has learned to plan has gained a degree of control over his or her own writing
process
Teaching stuoents hovj they can make plans To Do, To Say, or To Discover can
offer them a genuinely useful skill.

However, there is a difference between the complex

planning process writers really use, and the specific parts of it we isolate to teach.

All

teaching techniques should probably carry a "product warning", mine would be this'
techniques in a textbook look neat and orderly, but the process of writing isn't.

Good

writers don't follow recipes or sit down and do planning exercises as they wri'.3

For

example, they may well be doing all three kinds of planning described here at the same
time.

What they do possess, though, are a set of options and powerful techniques, such

as planning, Vv-hich they :an use when they need them v«hether it is to help them to get
staaed, to get out of a biock, or to just carry on.
control

their

ov/n

writing

process

more

and

Knowing such techniques lets v/riters
gives them

alternatives as they v/rite.

6G

the

freedom

to

choose
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V/: Ok, urn ihc is^i-e is rio;i\»iio" mt) i h : proSic.-n of v n u n j pipers. For
m e , rr)oii\iiion here ii CiTicfic-.^'Icllon is Ihc icidcr'.ic prciSure aw) fracies that
uc in\oKc(!. s o I'd bciiir pu: tha; (JOVITI . . . and j r s i c s . . . U m . ihe.v kins! of
compel r:ic, that's real!) uhai motivation i s . um, kind of lo impel or s u n or
I. momcr.ii;m. (pauv: ) O l . 1 suppose frorr^ the aciiJcmic pressure of ihc pniiies,
I'm not Sure whether—! thinl, perioral saiisfariioR is imponin.. but I'm not
vutc >»hiihi.i th"' Mens fjiin ic^icrr.ic prcs>.l;rt^ .-nd j r i i r i , or u'V.eihcf—1
uoold vi\ pirjonal uiisfaciinn i^ a major issue Ok. um. Oh.
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rr.attcr vha; ~ir.d of ^riiz I pel bj:l: on r.. if I'm hzpp) uiih it So. um. um.
Id's "-ec Um. uh»i arc the—I'm lhin'..inf of, I'm l.->ir.j to relate personal
\j:iJ.^:\iC'. hcwtcr. <:-:emir p'cs<.u!c <nd the ;r«ses. bJi I'm no', rtilh sure
h o . . 10 Co I!, he"" 'C b-t-.:h it

:£
U m . but
; 6 c! CO..'*.;. \he reiser, 1 ,T. V,-II,-.J :h: p.pe: m Lhc frsi pl^cc is for that graic,
" r- ir :c.2 : '-''.i' b..:l .~-.r^: i^C iCci'- Z-'c \c-> :• ::l>:Ved—mzvbe 'J-.ai's no;
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L: T h u IS ApnI. 1977. ind Wendy is doinj. t proiocol en moiiMiion.
VV O k . um. ihc ivvuc n moiivaiiun and Cic problem of unlinp pifKn

Fc

inc. nioiik.iii(>n hcjc al Camcfic-.Mcllon i<. itic acadcnn: pic»iuic and frjdcs thai
<ic ir.MiUcd. »o I'd bciicr pul ihal doun

and fisAa . .. U m . ilic\ Ijnd of

compel mc. th^i's >CJII\ uhai moiiv^non is. um. kind of to impel or start oi
a momcnium ( P j m e . l 0 1 . . I »upf<i« from the academic prcsjurc of the prades.
i m nM vuic «hi-ihcr—I ihinl. pcr^cn^l v.:ti<.fjv"iion i> irrij-x-'.-.j-.t. but I'm not
sure uhcthci thai Mcms from iic^dcmic picssiiics and frad'S. or whether—1
uould sa\ pcr^onjl s^iisfariion '.i a m^joi issue Ok. um. Oh.
L' Whai arc )Du ihini-inp?
IV.' I"m tr\inf to think of the fi/M scniencc lo sun uiih U m . ma)be ^omcihinp
like, personal satisfjcnon is the m^jor moiixaiinf force in tlic unimg of my
papciN jnd rcpons Ok. I m l/Ninp lo ihink of^Kik, I *» ant to somehoi* f:i il into

S r n t c n c f i f r o m Final V e r s i o n :

the <c<demic prc».\oies n o " . Liii, ucl!. m j j b c not so .'•oon Ok Not onl) do I fct
2. Because of Ihe e m p h a s i s o n i Os here at C M U , O'sdes b e c o m e en instinctive
m o t i v a t o r for myself.

satisf^clion from my prides, but I also pel satisfaction in luminp in sorncthinp
thai i i pcod quality

.">o. if I'm happy »»bcn i vrnte t pood paper, it really doesn't

m4itcr uhjt kind of pr.dc I pel b<ck on it. if I m hippy uuh n. So, um. um,

4. T h e initial motivator in ihe ouisel o( writing
Orede w i l l be a n a c h c d l o it upon c o m p l e t i o n ,

Icl'l '•ee. Um. what are the—I'm thinkinp of, I'm ininp to relate pergonal
sativfjciinn l>et»ern academic pres^uie and the pradcs. bet I'm noi (cilly sure

6. After I begin writing a paper, i h e grade emphasis
higher level of personal satisfaction lakes over.

lio*» to do .1, hfi« to branch it I'm rc^ilx havmp a iutii iimc pcttinp started
Well, ma}be I'll juvt unic a bunch of ideas do»» n, and ma) be IT) 'o 'on.>cct them
I finivh Ok When I feci that \'\c uniicn < hiph ()uajii\, ind I put in p.ucn

a paper

is the fact that a

diminishes

and a

it\it

Protocol Excerpt:

tlicvcs. piolcs^-'onjl p^pcr um. lo be eroded, ".hen 1 submit it.,the pade is not
<lv»ii\s ncces».jry for i)ic teacher to h<»c the s<nie Oi.. that's kind of
I'll check uith that one Oi.. and—Let's sec "bat else. U m . but
of course, the icjson I'm «Titinp the P'(<r in the first place is for iJiat pt^de,
01 to rcUie ihji hiCk Tho'.c tuo idei^ arc very ini'ilockcd—inajiK itiat's noi
the nphi tcnn U m , ok I'rp not «lk»a)S sure whcihcr rti) (<rsonal satisfaction,
this IS kind of off on a unpcni, ^td it iniphi noi t< included in m) firal draft.

U m , because o' ihe, m a y b e because of the e m p h a M s — U m , 4 O's. Trying l o be
m o r e specific. U m . e v e n t h o u g h I don't have a i.O. U m , because of the emphasis
o n 4.O's. Ok, because ol the emphasis on A O's, grades are m a y b e a natural. 0 /
m a y b e mstinciive, are instinctive motivator.
So u m , ok T h ; initial

m o t i v a t o r , this is, grades are natural

— I should say initially

a g a m . but I'm not icolly sure h o w t o say it Ok. maybe I can

leave it notwal,

oi instinctive—maybe

refer t o w a r d initially

Figure 3.3

Wendy protocol,

egain

insiinctive

motivator,

t h j i ' l l p n n g thai out. U m , o k , ma>be I can

Alter the u m . after I b e g i n porhaos, w r . t m g

Ah, a

p a p e r , the focl thai a grade, wait a n i m u t c , the fact that a grade, I don't k n e w if I
u s e d later, a t t a c h e d — o h , I d i d , I don't w a n i to use that a g a i n Ok, u m
After I tjcgin w n l i n g a paper, I h e grade eniphasis—I don't know if I want to use
that aqa'in—the grade emphasis is l o r c i h a d o v ' c d by t h e , by the faci or m a y b e
I'll come back and put that i n ,
oh. ok Alter I begin writing a paper the grade
crjnphasis is f o i e s h a d o w e d by the s o n i e l h i n g . u m , something that instead,—
I'll have to look up the v o i d i n g
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PLAN'S:

TO DO

TO COMPOSE

TO SAY

Wfiie an exposiiion
(oi humanities
teachers about
Memory I (a Qtoup
of specialired
memory techniques).
What I'll do is j o l
down random
thoughts about
3.

What the teachers
might want to hear
and I might want to
to tell them.
FirEt thing thot
occurs randomly
is encoding.

TO DO

1.

II we were lo descrilio
Memory I (as an example)
what do we want to say
about?
(Searches noies)
There it is. Let's do
that.

2.

Ttunking about o ^
jections heard at
the workshop. Rote
memory is trivial.

6.

A point I will want
l o make someplace
IS that

7.

Memory I procedures are useful in
modem language.
Tliey ore also more
useful generally.
Unlonunalely. by
more generally I
mean tiding"; liltgrocery lis
One o l the problems
in wilting this essay
will l)e to expand
on that usefulness
and mate it seem
moie pidusiblc. To
moke uses more
general and accepi-.
able
That's the wrong
w o r d , I mean imporianl seeming
tJh Or. il that's

3.

TO SA'

TO COMPOSE

All right. / will laKettaks
as an example ol ihe sons ol
material...
presenled in
the course ... Now this is
a terrible sentence but we can
revise it.
... the first suhunit of
... unit... unit.
That's not quite right, but,
called Memo/
I. In Memory I,
Memor, .'.. In Memory I the
students learn ...
Now wt> ji am I going to do
iiere cause ! don't really have
an organuation (or Memory I
yet.
. . . the students learn ...
(^)ow ai this point we should
break off j n d plan.

That w o r d means
a lot but I won't
explain il now.

5.
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PLAN'S:

Lei's see . . now
wliai we warn lo get
across in ihis plan,
we want l o illusuaie
Ihe pianical nature
.. nature of skills

Noie. Lines in italics art Ir.x-jmcn-.s ol Ihe giowing texi inieraipted by plar>s and ir
comrneriis

'•I'uirc !).3

I'rotocol ol tlie heglintiiii^ of a wrlLlnc
!;c;i:. I o n .
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{cont'Oued)
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Figure 6.1
Episodes in an Expert Writer's Protocol.

Episode 1

Xy Job for a young ~ Oh I'm to describe my job for a

young thirteen to fourteen year-old teenage female
audience - Magazine - Seventeen, -a- My immediate
reaction is that its utterly impossible.

I did read

Seventeen, though - I guess I wouldn't say i read it -aI looked at it, especially the ads, so the idea--would be
to describe what I do to someone like myself when I read
- well not like myself, but adjusted for - well twenty
years later.

-a~ Kow what I think of doing really is

that - until the coffee comes I feel I can't begin, so I
will shut the door and feel that I have a little bit more
jiscce 2

privacy,// -u,-- Also the mention of a free-lance v;riter
IS sc-.ethmg I've - I've no experience m doing and my
sense is that its a - a formula which I'm not sure I
know, so I suppose what I have to do is -a- invent what
the fcr~.ula might be, and - and then try to -a- try to
include - even-s or occurrences or attitude or
experiences m

'iszze

2a that ecu Id t-

ry c^.-n :c'j that v;oulc -a- that could be ccr,".cye:2 m

fcrrula so let's see -// I

t.'.at •. culd -a- attract t".e att = ',ticn c: tJ'.e reater - of
that rcacer arc -a- I s'^zzose

t^.e -est interesting thirg

about ry -cb would be that it i? higr.iy unlij-.ely that it
vt'-ld ivcr at all mtsrestir" tc scrcr.e of that a-e - ?c
I .~:ght start by saying scnetnmg liV.e - Can you iragme
v'j-jelf st = .-dir- a cav - ya-v cavs like this - vs.v:-c
at - : I* C a . ".,

BEST copy m i m i i

~a"-.i~g a tot c • coffee. . . loo'<irg
: c

c•

ut;
•

/--

' ^ '^

Cots—

-a- walking out - out with coffee and a book and

watching the dawn r.aterialize.. .1 actually do
this...although 4:30's a bit early, perhaps I should say
5:30 so It won't seem - although I do get up at 4:30 -awatching the dawn materialize and starting to work - to _
work bv reading - reading the manuscript - of a Victorian
writer...with a manuscript of a...a Victorian writer...a
person with a manuscript of a student - .Much like
yourself - >:uch like - Kuch likr- -a- a student or a book
by r.ristctle they've heard of Aristotle or - who could I
have it be bv - ?lato^sr:cfcablv v:nen it nets to be - When
X

>^

,-

-

•a- fmi'^^ec (you^ ccffee and whatever you had

vou" ve.-

to do (Oh thanks) - whatever - new I've gotten just
ccffee - finis^ed y-ur ccffee (rurbli.-.g) .. .when you've
finished ycur ccffee and -a- foreseen - and -a- Ui7,~.-.T.m;
v;hen vou've finished ycur ccffee, you dress and drive •'^c'Jt th^ee riles to the universitv v.'here .ycu s~end
..ere v c ;

c .. u - . •=.
.V

. . - - ,

a - .- -

_
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* ^ - c c

rer. i - vcu scene hcurs - ycu s
.v..

C
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1

^ c

.cents - t a 1 k 1 n c

^ti'i i;utf

rtfe/siW . i

Si

Episode 3b

to - talking to ether teachers...Urn -/ should I (mumble)
- the thing is about saying teachers - the - the teenage
girl IS going to think teachers like vho she has, and
professor I alv;ays feel is sort of pretentious and a word
usually - usually I say teacher, but I know that means
I...It's unfortunate now in society we don't - but that

Episode 3c

that isn't a prestige occupation./ Talking to other
people like yourselves - that's whoever it may be - other
people at your ^cb - otner - other people like yourself uh a lot like yoursel' but - talking to other people like
yourself - going to meetings.. .ccr~.itt

:e meetmcs.. .and

comg all thir for n; ne months so that the other
-ee.. ..and doing all tnis for three months - okay - nine
"•i^.-.- >^ c

If yc'j can ir.agme that...
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1.

The c o n t r o v e r s y about a b o r t i o n

1.

An example of the controversy

2.

The con-p.

2.

The con-position

a.

b.

c.
3.

-'.tion

historically

a.

historically

1.

r e l i g i o u s - reason

1.

r e l i g i o u s reason

2.

econo:::ic reason

2.

economic reason

3.

p r o - l i f e viev

3.

p r o - l i f e viev

currently
1,

religious

2.

p r o - l i f e viev

£2.apper l i n e

Coui^ter-ar guzen"
a.

f.conc::iic reason c b s ' ^ ' e t e '

b.

religion less

influential

a.

religion less inlluential

c

c i v e r s x t y on n c r a l i s s u e s

b.

d i v e r s i t y on s o r a l i s s u e s

d.

Supreme Court v i e v

c.

Suprerie Court v i e v

The p r c - p o s i t i c n

Tne p r o - p o s i t i o n

?.

problezis of unloved c n i l d r e n

a.

probler^s of unloved children

*^:cble:^s of pc->'erty and a^e

b.

problens of poverty

c.

proble:is of young and o;d

d.

unzLarricd not'^ers

e.

fer: ist viev
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Suructure of plan ar.d essay

^33

. . . T h e b i g g e s t mistake t h a t beginning v r i t e r s nade i s that they try to
v r i t e as - l e t ' s see—write the f i r s t thing that coses into t h e i r =:ind-v r i t e as soon as anything cones i n t o t h e i r Eind--try to v r i t e . . . t h a t they
t r y ro v r i t e . . .v-ri.e dovn whatever cories—but i t ' s not that they v r i t e
ccvn vhatever cores into t h e i r r:inds—soae of then do that.—yeah—like
uh—but sone of thes: are afraid to v r i t e anything dovn...Okay—so they
•w-rite a sentence at a - i r ) £ . . . I h e biggest n i s t a k e thar beginning writers
riake i s t h a t they f . y to v r i t e v i t h o u t looking ahead—yeah, I guess t h a t ' s
b e t t e r . . . they try to w r i t e vithout looking ahead—they orJLy—tney only
think one sentence at a t i r e and d o n ' t see vhere the next sentence is
gcing to lead ther:. . .
Figure 8.2

r'r CtOCC^L
r.m

A prctoccl segment in which the writer appears to clarify
hi? thinking while composing a sentence.

The best z'r.i.-g

abcut it is that—vhat?

S:

. • • ^ ^ ' . - c

3 K ^ » ' *

l ^ C ^ ^ ^ C

:::y n:.nc---.t a.:lcvs r,e tr.e c p p c r t u n i t y to—un — i want to v r i t e
s c - £ t h i n g abcut ~y i d e a s - - t o put ideas into a c t i c n or tc develop
7

-y .idccz

E

5

i n t c —vhat?

sr.v i t allows -a/

20

Into a neaningful f c r r ?

Ch, b l £ h - - u - - -

to u r c - - n a - - a l l c w s z £ - - s c r a t c h thtat.

The

: e r t thing <:.:rut - t i;
~.' lictiS i-Z a p r c c - c t i v e v s y .
-.al
Ltcr.cc:

Tr.e rest tni'g
-• ideas in a :

; li

-re £.3

t 1s '
ve vaj

;llcws ~e to use —>• nine anc

.'.n e:-:a~ple cf centc-.cc- gcnerr.ticn.
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Model of Sentence C o n s t : u c t i o n .
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T/'JLE 6 . 1
C n a r a c t e r i s t i c s of Episodps

No.
Episodes

E>:pert

^ X T^ G r t

;3

Nrvice

•

Mean ('
Clauses/
Epii,oce

Range of
Claiises/
Episode

9

58

10

1 - LL

1]

2-38

.

22 s e c . 8 uiin. 15 s e c .

1-23

25

,

DURATION OF EPISODES
(riirrie i n r.inutes & seconds)
Range
. -n
Standard ,
Deviation

9 sec.
12 ir.in •

-

7 sec. 6 r.in. 33 s e c .
!

Si.

2 rain.
11 s e c .

2 -J.n.
i- s e c .

1 Ein.
31 s e c .

2 win.
1 sec.

1 Eiin.

43 s e c .

1 rlr.
22 s e c .

Oh, v h a t can I s a y ? — D r a t , I broke the per.cil p o i n t again—keep
on breaVJ.ng the: p e r . c i l point — I a l s o have t o — i - e -

drop t h e e—to do vhat

i s Cdlled a - c j o t e - back-'jo - dash - s e r i - c c l o n — T h i s i s a vav of s t o r i n g —
- g - looV-s l i k e an -fit

zgz:

on top—of stcrir.g—uh—thc-> ccr.-?uter—Oh ^ drat—hrckfe

--^or ir-.fcrr-atlcn—uh—to a r o l l of " a g n e t i c tace—My -C" looks l i k e

an - e - a t t h e end of - a g n e r i c — I have t o change that—Let ::e get the e r a s e r
our.

h e r e — p u t i t up en zy pencil—ur—Or-ay—Here ve go—OViay , vhere s^ I a t '

r iru:

8.5

rriter attet:ijting to construct a sentence,

6;

TABLE 2 . 1
Agreerie-.)t Among R a t e r s i n Assigning P r o p e r t i e s to W r i t t e n
Items
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TABLE 6.2
Percent of Episode Boundaries Agreed Upon by Knowledgeable
Judges

Writer

Zxoert 1

Expert 2

Ex^er' 3

N o . of
Judges
Agreeing

I
Expected
I 7, Agreenent

A
3
2
1

0
1
12
57

A
3
2
1

0
1
A3
56
0

A
1

3
2

1

i

1

Actual
% Agreement

51
30

>

32 J

67:

33
30 ^
20
20
30

70%

^n

23 V

1
12

20 J

57

3A

66%

1
C
1
10
£9

E>n:'ert A

1

Av c r c r c c

:o

2 c

c-

S;;

75%

11^

Total
Hew
I d e a (1

(Jood
Wrllero

Aveiaye

lleuponiiu
Topic

lo

Ueojionoe l o
Current
EleuieiiC

X UeapoMoe
lU^CLor J iMi I
I'toll l e m

X

lU;(jpt)ii;ie

t o Top it: L
C u r r e n t P. I emeu t

CI

15U

106

Aa

67Z

33%

C.2

Q3

56

30
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AO

G3

il5
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'ib
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/.2

CA

05

'.5
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53

A7

AO

61X

y)x

17X

II y/.

2

2/,

)(,

I

2(1

Average

I'oor
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UhetorIcaL
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22
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Al
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Differences
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T/>3LE 8.1
Cnunk Size and Essay Length of E>:p'='rt and Novice V"riters

Expert: s

s

, Chunk S i r e

Others
Zssav LenE'h

S

•Chunk Size

'

Essav Leneth

\

1

i:;

893

7

9.26

522

ie.79

912

• 8

5.95

577..--

13.5A

760

•

9

11.09

5

11.5*:. .

939

10

5.97

S.6S

'655

11

7.10

4.76

553 •

12

.4.51
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•

4
•
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